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Murray to
switch items
for recycling
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
will still accept aluminum cans.
Elias said the city's recycling
Staff Writer
Residents of Murray who have services are handled by Mayfield's
gotten used to dumping their glass CWI of Kentucky, and are built into
and plastics into the city's recycling the city's waste disposal contract
bins will have to come up with a with the company. He said the decinew place to put those items come sion to drop the glass and plastic
recycling by the city has to do with
July.
The Murray City Council voted a declining market demand for both
unanimously Thursday evening tO Rroducts.
According to Don Rogers,
go along with a recommendation
supervisor
of
from its public works committee to administrative
eliminate the acceptance of glass Murray's sanitation department,
and plastics in its recycling bins and fluctuating demand for recyclable
begin accepting paper and card- products has caused many cities to
board beginning July 1 of this year. re-examine what, if any, products
The city is currently accepting they want to try and recycle.
"You'll see just as many cities
glass, plastics and aluminum cans
in its two recycling bins, which are start recycling programs as cities
located at the George Weaks dropping them," he said. "I don't
Community Center and Video know 10 years from now how it's
Gold.
According
to
City
Administrator Don Elias, the city •See Page 2
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ELEPHANTS ON PARADE ... Hoisted on the shoulders of his mom, Heather, 2-year-old Aaron Gough gets a good view at one
of the three elephants that were being displayed this morning during the set-up for this afternoon's Kelly Miller Circus at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds.

WKU student's
death treated
as a murder

Murray State
2003 Spring
Commencement

Barton, Wiles
to be honored
by Murray
State Saturday
Murray State University will
honor its spring graduating class of
2003 on Saturday, May 10, at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The 10 a.m. event marks the uni80th
spring
versity's
Commencement. A total of 1,166
students, representing 26 states and
six foreign countries, have applied
for degrees in May.
The Presentation of Colors by
the NJRTC Color Guard of
Paducah Tilghman High School
will lead off Commencement this
spring, followed by the traditional
processional of "Liberty Fanfare"
and "Pomp and Circumstance."
This yeaes Distinguished Professor,
Dr. Janice Hooks, will lead the processional with the university's official mace. Faculty marshals are Dr.
Gil Mathis, Dr. Ginny Richerson,
Dr. James "Corky" Broughton, Dr.
Sarah Aguiar, Dr. Pete Whaley and
Dr. Kenneth Bowman.
Outstanding Seniors named this
spring are Whitney Holland and
Jason Albritton. Albritton is a biology major from Paducah, Ky.
Holland has a double major in psychology and Spanish and is from
Benton, Ky.
The Regents Teaching Award
winners will also be part of the processional. This year's winners are
Dr. Betty Driver, college of business and public affairs; Dr. Renee
Campoy, college of education; Dr.
David Fender, college of health sciences and human services; Dr.
Howard Whiteman, college of science, engineering and technology;
Dr. Wayne Beasley, college of
humanities and fine arts; Paul
Sasso, college of humanities and
fine arts; and Dr. Lynn Leasure,
college of science, engineering and

II See Page 3
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CHERRY STREET FIRE ... On and off-duty Murray Fire Department personnel responded a
call of a house fire on Cherry Street Friday morning. The call was received at around 7:45,
sending two pumpers and one of MFD's rescue trucks to the scene. According to a firefighter on the scene, the fire started in a dryer inside the house.

MMS renovation plan discussed
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Possible renovation plans for
Murray Middle School were presented at Thursday night's Murray
Independent Schools board of education meeting.
The local planning committee,
which was formed to develop a construction plan for the next 10 years
and submit it to the state once the
current one expired, discussed
financing options and designs for
the possible expansion of the middle
school as part of the district's 10year plan.
In order to meet state deadlines
and structural and instructional
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The plan calls for a two story
addition to be built out from the
original MMS building, eliminating
the use for the Austin and Arts
building. "Once this is completed,
the Austin and Arts building will be
torn down," said Terry Blake architect for RBS Design group.
The plan is estimated at $5-7
million and would take a little over
a year to complete.
Joe Nance, of Ross Sinclaire and
Associates, explained that the board
has $1.35 million in potentially borrowed money. However, that potential can grow if the district proves it

II See Page 2
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needs, the committee submitted a
plan that called for converting the
MMS auditorium into classrooms
and a media center. It later
explained that the auditorium conversion plan was never seriously
considered, but was needed as part
of the proposal for deadline purposes and in hopes of receiving more
revenue.
Last night, Harold Doran of the
local planning committee presented
the board what the committee really
had in mind.
"Instead of talking about rubber
bands and Band-Aids on old buildings, we're able to talk about new
construction," he said.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— The death of a Western
Kentucky University woman whose
burned
and
stabbed body
was found in
her locked dormitory room is
being investigated as a murder, a school
official
said
Friday.
Autopsy
results
are
Autry
pending
for
freshman Katie Autry, 18, of
Pellville, who was found early
Sunday morning in her second floor
room on the Bowling Green campus. She died Wednesday at a
Nashville, Term., hospital.
"This is a murder investigation
right now," said university
spokesman Bob Skipper.
The investigation is being led by
the campus police department, with
support from the Kentucky State
Police and other state and federal
agencies. However, investigators
have said little about potential suspects or evidence, other than the
fire appeared to be deliberately set.
University Police Chief Robert
Deane said Thursday night that
investigators have a theory about
the cause of the 4 a.m. CDT Sunday
blaze in Hugh Poland Hall and said
autopsy results could help confirm
that.
The fire preceded finals week on
the campus of 16,000 students
about 110 miles south of Louisville.
Deane said more than 100 students
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have been questioned.
"A lot of people — unknowingly
— have information that will help us," Deane said. "It's just a matter
of catching people, collecting it and
trying to contact them before they
leave school for the semester."
The pace of the investigation has
frustrated some family members.
"This makes the fifth day and the
police are no closer to finding out
who done this, and I know from
experience the longer they wait to
name a prime suspect, the harder it
gets," Autry's aunt, Virginia White,
told The Courier-Journal of
Louisville in Friday's editions.
Skipper said Friday that Deane
is in contact with the family at feast
twice a day.
"He is keeping them updated on
what we have found in the investigation," Skipper said.
Dr. Thomas Deering, with the
state medical examiner's office in
Nashville, conducted the autopsy
Thursday. A preliminary report has
not been released.
Autry suffered third-degree
burns, and university officials said
she also had abrasions and puncture
wounds on her neck and face.
Deane said police have no
timetable for when an arrest might
come.
"This is a slow process," he said.
"It doesn't happen overnight."
Among the students questioned
were her roommate, who was not
home at the time of the fire, and
members of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, where friends say Autry
attended a private party hours
before the fire.
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PoliceLog
Murray Police Department
• Virgil Green, 56, Mayfield, was listed in stable condition at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital this morning as a result of injuries he
sustained in a two-vehicle accident at the intersection of Eighth and
Main streets Thursday morning. According to a report from the Murray
Police Department, Green pulled out from Eight Street into the path of a
vehicle driven by Kenneth Conner, 39, Dexter, which was traveling west
on Main Street The report stated that Green, who was not wearing a
seat belt, had multiple injuries, including a punctured lung
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Mayfie▪ ld man arrested for murder
grave in rural Hickman County,
authorities said.
John R. Tillman, 31, has been
charged with murder, but has not
yet been returned to Kentucky,
police said. An autopsy was scheduled today to determine the identity
of the body.
Police described the body, which
was found at about 10 a.m.
Thursday morning, as "a smallframed male." The body was found
after an anonymous tip was called
in to Mayfield police.
Tillman was arrested by
Brandon, Miss., police at a. Red
Roof Inn at about 8:15 p.m. EDT
Thursday night, police said.

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
Mayfield man was arrested in
Mississippi Thursday night in connection with a body found in a shal-
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Iranian opposition •Recycling..
group in Iraq told to
stand down by U.S.
BAQUBAH, Iraq (AP) — An
armed Iranian opposition group
operating northeast of Baghdad was
negotiating its surrender today after
the U.S. military ordered it to lay
down weapons or face destruction.
American officials said.
The Mujahedeen Khalq, which
operated for years from Saddam
Hussein's Iraq in its efforts to undermine Iran's religious regime, was
surrounded by U.S. forces outside
this town northeast of Baghdad, said
Lt. Col. Robert Daldivia of the U.S.
Army's 4th Infantry Division.
. "As far as I know,they are agreeing to capitulate at this time," said
Capt. Josh Felker, public affairs
officer of the 4th Infantry's
Warhorse Brigade. He said Gen.
Ray Odierno, the 4th Infantry's
commander, was in the Mujahedeen
Ithalq's main camp, Camp Ashraf,

to negotiate the surrender.
U.S. military talking points about
the negotiations, obtained by The
Associated Press, gave the following guidance: "MEK forces will be
destroyed or compelled to surrender,
leading to disarmament and detention."
Under the U.S. orders, the
Mujahedeen Khalq must disarm,
though they can keep their personal
arms temporarily for self-defense.
They will be barred from manning
checkpoints on the roads around
Baqubah and must go to containment areas, Felker said.
Thousands of Mujahedeen Khalq
are believed to be in the area,
although the United States says it is
unsure of the exact number.
The Mujahedeen Khalq, or
People's Warriors, operated in prewar Iraq.
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going to be. There's so many people
here who still want to do it that I
think it still has some value."
Elias said it would cost the city
somewhere in the neighborhood of
$270,000 to construct its own recycling facility. Labor for the facility,
though, would be free, he said, as
Calloway County Jailer Phil Hazle
has already volunteered workers
from the Class D felon' program for
such a facility.
The city should have no problem
keeping a steady supply of cardboard, as council member Bill
Wells, who is heavily involved with
Murray's Make A Difference Day
recycling efforts, said the MurrayCalloway County Hospital is looking to obtain a semitrailer just to
store its cardboard. But getting cardboard into recycling shape could be
the real snag.
"Cardboard is a logistic problem," Rogers said."We may to dedicate one whole box to nothing but
cardboard."
-'
In other business, the council
authorized Mayor Tom Rushing to
sign the necessary agreements to
finance the $1.5 million Bee Creek
sewer line project. The agreements
will set up 10-year financing of the
$1.5 million through the Kentucky
Area Development District at a rate
of 4.26 percent.

has met minimum growth criteria,
called a growth nickel, before July
L
He also said the state will ,most
likely match the growth nickel,
meaning the district's bonding
potential could grow from $1.35
million to a little over $8 million.
"This is a unique opportunity for
the board to look at," Nance said.
Doran reminded the group that
_the_ expansion planis still _preliminary and many changes would hi_
made before any work began.
Meanwhile,the board also recognized local businesses who participated in the School/Business
Partnership this year.
Businesses who participated and
honored with certificates were :
Lri3OJLDI WILLIAMS/ Ledger & Times photo
Ronnie Gibson and Patty Thomas - PROPOSED PLANS ... Architect Terry Blake with RBS Design
The Murray Bank; Tom Colson and
Fred Richter - Kenlake Foods; Group presents the Murray School Board with proposed plans
David Garrison - Momingstar/Dean for the expansion of the middle school.
Foods; Mike Cowan - S'portable Chuck Curtis - Briggs and Stratton; Inc.; and administrators and teachScoreboards; Eric Walker and Alice John Williams - The Murray- ers, Teresa Speed, Wendell
Rouse - Murray Ledger & Times; Calloway County Chamber of Benningfield, Amy McDowell,
Isaac Coe and Catherine Sivills - Commerce; Dennis Harper - Shelia Henry, Becky Fairbanks,
The Murray-Calloway County Murray-Calloway County Area Laurie Edminster, Shana Housden,
Hospital; Joe Wright, Monty Ray, Technology Center; Sara Fineman - Joann Weber, Charlotte Greenfield,
Andy Kabalen, Scott Benson, Safety and Environmental Training, Paula Compton, and Jill Herndon.
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According to City Finance
Officer Don Leet, the project, which
began April 14. is slated to be completed in nine months.
Leet said the city currently has
$6.9 million in debt from projects at
the water and sewer plants and a
water line extension. He added that
the financing of this latest loan will
hopefully free up money for other
projects that are coming up in the
next couple of years.
"We felt like it was a good time
to do this because interest rates are
so low," Leet explained. "Plus,
we've got some major capital projects coming up in the next couple of
years.In other business, the council:
• Voted to table a vote on proposed changes to the MCCH bylaws. The changes involve removing
the word "strategic" from the
board's planning retreat section and
changing the months in which officers on the hospital's board of commissioners are elected.
• Voted to establish a "Hall of
Mayors" in the city council chambers at City Hall. Council members
Jay Morgan said he is currently trying to obtain pictures of past mayors
to put up in the council chambers.
• Approved an ordinance changing the payments of the city's transient room tax from quarterly to
monthly.
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WKU
From Front
Only 50 of the 310 dorm residents were home at the time of the
fire, which was confmed to Autry's
room, and there were no other
injuries reported.
"I think everybody's still kind of
in shock. I think everyone's trying
to take their exams and go home,"
said Beth Henry, a freshman from
Hendersonville, Tenn., who lived in
Autry's dormitory.
Autry was a cheerleader for four
years' at Hancock County High
School. The schools principal —
Robert Kerrick — said Autry was a
quiet girl who didn't seem to have
enemies.
"That's the thing that's affecting
us the most, is that we don't understand how anyone could have treated this young lady this way,"
Kerrick said Thursday. "She is a

very kind child. Very, very kind
young lady that comes from a very
good family. It's hard to figure out."
Becky Gaynor, who coached
Autry on the cheerleading squad for
four years, said Autry "just meant a
lot to us."
"All the girls and guys
cheered with are just heartbroken,"
Gaynor said.
Kerrick said it has been a "tough
week" at the school.. Autry has a
younger sister who attends the high
school.
"This is very disturbing, this is a
small community and when you
have a small community you have a
large family," Kerrick said. "We're
going through some mourning ourselves."
Associated Press writers Lori
Burling and Dylan T Lovan contributed to this report.
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1501 N. 12th St.• 753-4521

MSU Graduation Special - Fri. & Sat.
Surf -N- Turf $12.99
10 oz. Marinated Sirloin with Grilled Shrimp

ALL LAWN & GARDEN
ON SALE,

served with House or Caesar Salad and side item

Mother's Day Specials - Sunday
Baked Ham $8.99
served with Baby Carrots, Mashed Potatoes
and Corn on the Cob

PLUS 0% TIL NOV. 2003
ON ALL TRACTORS

10 oz. Ribeye $11.99
served with House or Caesar Salad and side item
All meals served with fresh, hot rolls.

Sale $1099.99
Save $300.°°
Craftsman® 18 HP Lawn T. actor,
Briggs & Stratton® Engine
42' EZ3 Deck Cast Iron Front Axle
Model 27275 (6 speed)
Reg S1399 99
Model 27276 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg $1599.99 Sale $1299.99

•

• ,r.tnnot 2Sr"

Sale $1599.99
Save $400.m

Sale $1999.99
Save $400.00

Craftsman® 25 HP Deluxe Lawn Tractor,
Briggs & Stratton® V-Twin Engine
42" Deck with 4 Gauge Wheels, Cast Iron
Front Axle and 4 Gallon Fuel Tank
Model 27345 (6 speed)
Reg. $1999.99
Model 27346(Automatic Transmission)
Reg. $2249.99 Sale $1849.99

Briggs & Stratton® V-Twin Engine
50" Vented Deck, Electric Clutch,
Largo 23" x 9.5" Rear Turf
Saver Tins
Modal 27597(6 speed)
Rag. $2399.99

Bagger 42497c
Reg S28999
Sale $25999

Owned &
Operated
by
Opal Hart

Sale
$149."
Save

912S 12th St.
Murray, KY
Bel-Air Center
753-2310

Craftsman 4 5 HP
Side Discharge
Push Mower
22 Mulch
Ready Deck
Model 38736
Reg $16999

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5
Sale Prices Good From
May 8-11, 2003
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2003 BUICK LESABRE

Sale
$269.'
Save

8K miles

Craftsman'' 55 HP
Soil Propelled
Front Wheel Drive
Rear Bag Mower
21 Deck
Model 37836
Reg 5309 99

22K miles

ONLY $19,900

ONLY $19,900

2003 OLDS ALERO

2003 CADILLAC SEVILLE SLS
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Craftsman® 22 HP Garden Tractor.
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2003 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE
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Richards promotes 'truth in government' plan
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Jody Richards on Thursday promoted a "truth in government" plan he
said he would have enacted if elected.
It includes eliminating no-bid
state contracts and requiring candidates to make public their income
tax returns.
With less than two weeks before
the primary election, the Bowling
Green Democrat stood at the Capitol
Rotunda and outlined his plan. He
said it would help eliminate corruption and foster a healthier political
climate.
"We must change the way we
conduct this state's business. Public
trust is at stake," Richards said."We
must do whatever it takes to earn it
back."
So far, Richards has publicized
plans for improving the state's education system and for improving
economic development. He is Competing for the governor's office
against fellow Democrats Bruce
Lunsford, Attorney General Ben
Chandler and Otis Hensley Jr.
Speaking to reporters, Richards
also apologized for the marathon
closed-door meetings during the
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
ON THE MOVE ... Murray State University sophomore John
Roe of Greenville, Ky., maneuvers a refrigerator down the
steps of the Hart College complex and toward a waiting
vehicle that transported both he and the fridge back home
Thursday. Roe, a sophomore, was one of many students
packing up and heading home after completing their final
examinations.

•Commencement
From Front
- -technology.
The day will look back on past
graduation ceremonies w4 graduates of the Golden Class of1953
being
honored
during
Commencement.
Two special presentations will be
made — the conferral of an honorary degree upon Lon Carter
Barton of Mayfield, Ky., and the
conferral , of a Presidential
Medallion upon Dr. William Wiles
of York, Pa.
The Murray State University
Wind Ensemble will play at the
event under the direction of Dennis
Johnson.

•••

For additional information on
spring Commencement 2003, go to
.1
wwwinurrays
the Commencement button.

Murray's Hopkins
among MSU grads
Murray State University will
honor its spring graduating class of
2003 May 10 at the Regional
Special Events Center. The event
marks the university's 80th annual
spring commencement.
Among the class of 2003 graduation candidates is Kathy Hopkins
of Murray. She will begetting her
Bachelor of Science degree in nursing. Her name was inadvertedly
";•: :

Established 1989

The Race To
FRANKFORT

ists in the state.
"Restoring confidence is what
we will do, and we can't make it
happen overnight. But the process
must begin," Richards said. "We
must shine light on what happens in
these hallowed halls and on these
hallowed grounds."
Also, the political arm of the
Kentucky Medical Association
endorsed Republican Ernie Fletcher
in his bid for governor. Fletcher,
who has supported medical malpractice reform, said he would work
to make health care more affordable, and keep more doctors in
Kentucky.
Republican Rebecca Jackson
campaigned in northern Kentucky.
Opponent Steve Nunn had stops
scheduled in Corbin, Pineville and
Midlesboro. .
Meanwhile, Lunsford continued
his.statewide bus tour with stops in
Covington, Grant County and
Franklin County. Chandler had
scheduled stops in Catlettsburg,
Ashland, Grayson, Morehead,
Frankfort and Harrodsburg.
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Specializing In Complete Care

Lawn & Landscape Services

closing days of the legislature's
spring session that led to the new
state budget.
The meetings were not his idea
but were more practical because
lawmakers had "such a short time to
build a budget," Richards said. He
said he would not advocate similar
closed-door negotiations in the
future.
State contracts would be doled
"It's not right, and I don't want to
participate in that kind of thing in out through a "fair and competitive"
the future," Richards said."And I'm bidding process, and Kentucky busireally apologizing for that arid say- nesses would get preference.
ing that was not the way to do it, and Richards said he would seek to limit
in the future it needs to be done in or abolish the practice of doubledipping — in which state employees
the open."
Richards' plan also calls for retire with benefits and then get
strengthening the state's Executive another job in state government.
Under the plan, Richards would
Branch Ethics Commission, creating a state ombudsman position and extend the time former state officers
disclosing personal relationships or elected officials must wait to contract with the state or get a job with
between state officials.
A state ombudsman would serve a company that regularly does busifor five years and act as a sort of ness with the state from six months
internal affairs officer with subpoe- to 18 months. State officials would
na powers. Richards would also also have to wait three years — the
give the ethics commission the current waiting period is one —
before they would be eligible lobbymeans to enforce its decisions.

ME CAL
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Design, Installation
and Maintenance

life-changing
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FIRSTMurray,
Kentucky
zoc South 4th Street

$12 South 4th Street
753-5726 or 559-3790

State Farm
is here
to help get
your life back
to normal.
Damage totals continue to mount from the recent
hail storm and State Farm is still helping
policyholders with their claims.

Your bank may be around the corner. But
who Knows where your moncy winds up?
When you bank with us, your money's journey stops at the other end of the vacuum tube, right inside our
bank. Then we put it back to work right here where it started. But with many of the megabanks, your deposit
keeps going. And going And going. Right to some distant corporate headquarters. But when you bank with
The Murray Bank your money stays at home working for the economic growth of our hometown. So, if your
bank isn't a community bank, come by and we'll help you move your accounts to our bank. You'll find we
offer every service you need. You'll always know where
wind up. with another
your money winds up. And
Ri011t
great local customer.

Ftnanciat PORI

UCH At Home:"

If you are a State Farm policyholder, and your home
or car has been damaged,please contact your State
Farm agent as soon as you can. Or call 1-800-SFCLAIM (1-800-732-5246) to reach our catastrophe
operators.
State Farm wants to service your claim and help you
get your life back to normal. Helping people recover
from the unexpected is what being a good neighbor
is all about.

I N

lei RANCE.

Contact your agent or 1 -800-SF-CLAIM.

Murray Bank

Like a good neighbor,State Farm is there.*

405 S. 12th St. • 700 N 17th St • Murray KY
710 Th3 WC
wwvtthemurra ybank com

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES • HOME OFFICES BLOOMINGTON. ILLINOIS
statefarm.com*"
,thrt Tien ftl
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U.S. overseas
victory raises
economic hopes
easily addressed by the federal government.
California faces $35 billion in
red ink and New York has an $11.3
billion deficit, with rancorous talk
of cuts in educgtion and other critical services..
Few political observers expect a
replay of the 1992 campaign, when
Bush's father watched his wartime
popularity plummet as economic
problems buffeted the nation. The
elder Bush lost to Democrat Bill
Clinton that year.
"The economy could be a big
ue-in-2004," said public opinion
raised public expectations that Bush analyst Karlyn Bowman of the
American Enterprise Institute. "But
can work the same magic on the
backdrop will be a very differthe
economy.
ent
national security situation, and
U.S.-led
afterglow
of
the
In the
the Democrats will have to prove
coalition's success in Iraq, a recent
survey by the Pew Research Center they can be trusted, the way this
president has done."
found that 43 percent of Americans
A dozen years ago, the Cold War
think the economy will be better off
had ended, the Berlin Wall was
next year, up from 33 percent a
down and few voters were worried
month ago.
But ordering the world's greatest about international affairs. The
economy was seen through the
military to rout Iraqi forces is one,
prism of relative peace.
thing: turning around the economy
Democratic strategists say their
may be another.
candidates will have to be credible
"The hazard is that if he can do
on national security before they can
things successfully in foreign politurn the economic issue into an
cy, people will think he'll have an
equal ability to do things in domes- advantage. "If you've got a
Democrat you think will stay the
tic policy," said Robert Shapiro, a
course on national security and has
public opinion specialist at
Columbia University. "He's vulner- an economic plan, you're going to
vote for change," argues
able to criticism because economic
problems are more complicated and Democratic pollster Celinda Lake.
Republican pollster Bill
he can't simply send in the troops."
Mclnturff dismissed any suggestion
The centerpiece of the presithat national security will fade as a
dent's economic solution is a new
top concern. "Our country is going
tax cut that is getting mixed
•to continue to be very aggressive in
reviews, with opposition from
trying to dismantle terrorist netDemocrats and some moderate
works around the world," he said.
Republicans and fears about its
And Democrats have a big job
effect on the growing budget
cutting into Bush's current advandeficit.
If the White House prevails in
tage.
A recent ABC-Washington Post
Congress on the tax cut, it could be
poll showed Bush with a lead of
an early indication that he can
almost 2-to-1 over each the three
translate his overseas success into
strongest Democrats — Joseph
the domestic arena.
"What he's got to do-Eon) here
Lieberman of Connecticut, John
on in is use his political capital to
Kerry of Massachusetts and Dick
Gephardt of Missouri. Bush has the
sell his tax aut." said Andrew
support of more than nine in 10
Kohut, director of the Pew
Republicans and has a 2-1 edge
Research Center. "It's the centeramong independents; the
piece of his economic program, but
people don't like it."
Democratic candidates get the supThe economic situation is further port of two-thirds of Democrats.
complicated by budget problems
Will Lester covers politics and
facing.most of the states, with all
polling for The Associated Press.
hut II reporting budget shortfalls
this year. Those problems are not
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush owes some of his
political success tolowering expectations, whether it was the spin
before the 2000 debates against
Democrat Al Gore or the recent,
conveniently leaked GOP memo
predicting that Bush's approval ratings will drop.
But the commander in chief's
victory in the Persian Gulf, combined with the overall impression
that the United States is winning
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Complicating postwar efforts
appointees," he says. By contrast, the Shiite
Arabs," and there are some Shiites among
leaders, called ayatollahs, are supported by peonomadic Bedouins. Other Shiites can be found
ple who freely choose to give them donations.
among ethnic Kurds, and among the Turkomen
Says Sachedina: "The layman is really connectwho make up perhaps 5 percent of all Iraqis.
ed closely with the ayatollah."
Iraq's Sunni minority, meanwhile, is divided
What sort of regime might Shiism produce?
into two major groups, the Kurds and Arabs. The
Scholars think a truly representative regime
Arab Sunnis dominated in Saddam Hussein's
regime — and repressed both Kurds and Shiites. would have some sort of Islamic cast: It wouldThe Kurds (estimated at 15 percent to 23 per- n't be a secular democracy with American-style
separation of church and state.
cent of all Iraqis) are divided among themselves
The majority of Iraqis, and 90 percent or
by politics, tribe and dialect, yet united by ethnic
more in neighboring Iran, follow Shiism's Ithna
pride and desire for regional autonomy or their
Ashari ("Twelver") branch, so some wonder
own state.
By RICHARD N. OSTLING
whether Iraq will imitate Iran's 1979 revolution
For the Kurds,"ethnicity matters more than
AP Religion Writer
install rule by clerics.
scientist
Vali
and
political
says
Shiite
their religion,"
President Bush told a gathering of IraqiDespite
the clerics' importance, Nasr and
School.
Naval
Postgraduate
California's
Nasr
of
Americans last week that everyone in the new
Sachedina say no.
Christians in Iraq represent only about 3 perIraq will enjoy freedom,"whether you're Sunni
Iraq and Iran have different languages and
cent of the population, but they are well-educator Shia or Kurd or Chaldean or Assyrian or
cultures,
for one thing. More importantly, cleriSaddam.
influence
under
wielded
some
ed
and
Turkoman or Christian or Jew or Muslim, no
cal rule actually violates Shiite tradition — so
They belong largely to Iraq's distinctive
matter what your faith."
the Iranian revolution was a break from the past.
Chaldean Catholic and Assyrian churches, and
Given that complex makeup, however, creatlike Ayatollah Ali Hussein al-Sistani,
Teachers
rights
protection
of
minority
calling
for
are
ing effective government is a daunting chalgenerally considered Iraq's highest religious
under the new regime.
lenge.
authority, have opposed Iran's theocratic system.
Iraq's smaller minority religions include the
Few places on earth draw upon a richer reliStill, though the ayatollahs now maneuvering
Jesus
as
an
aposMandeans,
who
regard
unique
gious heritage, and a sense of this mosaic underin Iraq will not hold political office, Sachedina
tate and revere John the Baptist. There also are
scores the enormity of America's task.
predicts, their devoted followers — something
Yazidis, who believe the devil rules the world.
In the Bible, Iraq was the homeland of
like
40 percent of the Shiite population — will
Muslim
nation.
ultimately
Iraq
is
a
But
Abraham, the forefather of Jews, Christians and
obey their endorsements of candidates and fatAnd when Saddam's regime fell, Iraq "went
Muslims, and it is the country where rabbis comwas (religious edicts) they issue on political polfrom a Sunni to Shiite country overnight," Nasr
piled the Babylonian Talmud that defines tradiicy.
says.
tional Judaism — though few Jews remain.
As for the Sunnis, they are now organizing
That fact was dramatized in pilgrimages to
Islam's golden age under the Abbasid caliphs
through mosques, Nasr says. Uniting as a politiwas centered in Baghdad from the eighth to 13th the Shiite holy cities of Najaf and Karbala over
cal force was something they didn't need to be
the past two weeks, with more than 1 million
centuries, and Iraq is the holy land of major
about while Saddam was in power.
concerned
worshippers
in
the
streets.
•
Muslim
Shiites.
shrines for
Sachedina is worried about inroads being
Given that groundswell and simple math, it
The division between the Shiites and rival
made among Sunnis by Saudi Arabia's puritaniseems that if the United States sets up elections
Sunnis is fundamental both to Islam, and to
Wahhabi movement, which has been concal
likely
dominate
in
Iraq,
Shiite
candidates
will
in
situation.
Iraq's current political
nected with the rise of extremism and despises
many places. Nasr doubts that even secularized
The split originated when Islam's founding
Shiism.
or mildly religions Shiites would vote for
Prophet Muhammad died and Sunnis said he
But 'Iran, an Orthodox Christian from
Sunnis.
chosen
by
consensus.
wanted his successors
And Shiite religious leaders will want a major Lebanon, believes that Iraq's complex and pluShiites argued the prophet intended leaders to
ralistic nature will help the country in the end.
say in the educational system, says Shama Inati,
come only from his family line.
Iraq is so diverse that even those calling for
professor
at
Villanova
University.
a
Today, Sunnism claims 85 percent of the•
an Islamist state "will try to be tolerant because
Abdulazia Sachedina of the University of
world's 1.2 billion Muslims. Iraq, however, has a
they know it will not work out otherwise."
Virginia, who trained in both Shiite and Sunni
Shiite majority (often put at 60 percent, though
She also is optimistic about postwar relations
schools,
says
the
Shiite
religious
system
there are no standard statistics).
Islam's two main branches. Shiites, she
between
enhances
the
importance
of
clerics.
single
bloc.
Most
are
not
a
Iraq's
Shiites
But
says, "felt poorly treated the last 30 years not by
"Sunni religious leaders don't have power or
are Arabs, including culturally separate "marsh
the Sunni population" but by Saddam.
credibility with the people. They're government

Democracy will
strain with Iraq's
unusual religious
makeup

Another Opinion
The following is an editorial published by The Daily News in Bowling Green,and provided by the Associated Press. This editorial is not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:

An already sad week for
Western Kentucky
University turned tragic
when freshman Katie
Autry died of injuries suffered in a fire in her dorm
MOM.

This tragedy has unfolded as students are struggling with the pressures of
finals or the excitement of
graduation.
Contributing to the
stress on Western students
is the uncertainty created
by the university's decision to release virtually no
information on what is
now an investigation into
Autry's death. This mis-

guided decision is allowing rumors and speculation to run rampant among
the university community
and in some media.
The university's refusal
to release even the most
mundane of specifics is
even tougher for students.
University spokesman
Bob Skipper has been
forced into the position of
answering every question
with: "That is part of the
investigation."
It might as well be "no
comment."
WKU Police Chief Bob
Deane says that any
release of information

might jeopardize the investigation.
This kind of thinking
flies in the face of logic
and of what the public has
come to expect in highprofile cases. From the
sniper shootings in the
Washington, D.C., area last
fall to the Laci Peterson
case in California, law
enforcement officials routinely brief the public on
what they know, what they
don't know and the status
of the investigation.
Of course, no responsible person wants an investigation compromised by
the release of too much

information. But presumably the professionals conducting the probes can
determine what should not
be released.
What good does it do
for the university to refuse
to say where in the dorm
room the fire started?
What is the point of not
revealing what they have
learned of Autry's activities the night before the
fire?
Western police are urging people to call with
information on the case. It
is likely they would get

more useful calls if people
had some more details.
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New state flag rises over Georgia
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Charles D. Bek
Charles D. Belt, 63, of Benton died at 8:24 a.m. Thursday, May 8, 2003
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was retired from Caterpillar Tractor Company and was a licensed
Real Estate Agent. He was a member of Briensburg Masonic Lodge #401
of Free and Accepted Masons and the Rizpah Shrine.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Forest Belt and Eula Carnahan
Belt.
He is survived by his wife, Carolyn S. Robinson Belt of Benton; one
son, Forest V. Belt of Murray; two daughters, Judy A. Self and Karen S.
Podzielny, both of Benton; two grandsons, Charles A. Self and Paul T. Self
and two granddaughters, Tonya L. Self and Samantha M. Podzielny.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Monday at Filbeck-Cann & King
Funeral Home with Ted McCown officiating. Burial will follow in the Pace
Cemetery.
" Visitation will be from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday and 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday at the funeral home.
Masonic rites will be conducted at 7 p.m. Saturday.
Memorial contributions can be made to the Shriners Hospitals for
Children, 1900 Richmond Road, Lexington, Ky. 40502.

Two sixth-graders found
with 'Death List' suspended
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky.(AP). A teacher intercepted notes from
: two sixth-graders titled "Death List"
: with names of students and teachers,
and the two students have been suspended from East Jessamine Middle
School.
•
No one was hurt, and no weapons
were found. School administrators
contacted parents of the students on
the lists.
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A boy has been charged with terroristic threatening, Nicholasville
Police Chief Barry Waldrop said. A
girl faces an expulsion hearing from
the Jessamine County Board of
Education, Superintendent Linda
France said. School officials are still
investigating the boy's involvement.
France said a copy of one list she
has seen contained the names of 21
students and four teachers.

ATLANTA (AP)- A new state ernor said it would be in the state's
flag without the Confederate best interest to move on.
emblem was raised over the Capitol
The 2001 flag was pushed
on Thursday after a redesign aimed through by Democratic Gov. Roy
at laying to rest a dispute that Barnes after a similar controversy in
inflamed race relations and roiled South Carolina led to an economic
Georgia politics.
boycott directed by the NAACP. But
As the old flag came down, driv- the 2001 flag was never popular, and
ers slowed their cars to watch and its busy blue banner with a huge
there were scattered cheers and boos state seal was voted the nation's
from a crowd on the Capitol lawn.
ugliest by a group of flag experts.
"This is a historic day in Georgia -- Perdue,
Georgia's
first
and I didn't want my daughter to Republican governor in more than a
miss out on it," said Lateshia century, ousted Barnes in November
Jackson, a black woman who after promising to let people vote on
brought her 6-year-old Nikki to the the flag's design.
flag raising. "The process worked
As governor, Perdue proposed a
and these redneck holdouts can carry vote that included the 1956 flag as
all the signs and boo all they want to. an option, but in the end, that didn't
It's a good day for me, my daughter happen. After months of arguing and some lost sanity in Georgia."
and a threat of an economic boycott
The new flag went up immediate- by black groups-lawmakers drew
ly after Gov. Sonny Perdue signed a up a new flag instead.,
bill to replace an unpopular design
Perdue said he would have liked
adopted in 2001.
to give Georgians more options on
The 2001 flag was a blue banner which flag to choose.
that contained a small Confederate
"I can understand the disillusionemblem along the lower edge. It suc- ment of those who have worked for
ceeded Georgia's 1956 flag, which a referendum on the post-I956 flag,"
was dominated by a large he said."I have consistently said'that
Confederate emblem that was added the citizens of Georgia deserve the
by the Legislature at the height of opportunity to vote on their state
Southern resistance to integration.
flag. Despite its limitations, this bill
The brand-new flag that was meets that requirement."
hoisted on Wednesday contains the
Perdue said he would have voted
Georgia coat of arms and the words for the pre-1956 Georgia flag, which
"In God We Trust" on a blue field in -is similar to the new flag. He said he
the top left corner, with three red- does not fear political retaliation
and-white.stripes to the right.
from Southern heritage supporters
Georgia voters will pick between. , during the next election. the new flag and the 2001 flag in a
-"Good, well-meaning people
referendum next March. Few give could and do have opposite views on
the old flag any chance to win.
the flag," he said. "That doesn't
Many groups had lobbied for make one group morally superior to
Perdue to veto the bill, but the gov- another."

RICH ADDICKS. Pool/AP Photo

NEW FLAG ... Bob Satterfield. with the Georgia Building
Authority, takes down the old Georgia state flag, Thursday, over
the Capitol in Atlanta shortly after Gov. Sonny Perdue signed a
bill to replace the unpopular design adopted in 2001.

Campus security becomes major factor in college selection
BY STEVE GIEGERICH
AP Education Writer
Academics, cost, lifestyle. And
this spring, as parents and high
school seniors have considered
which college to choose, another
factor has been gaining more attention -crime on campus.
"We certainly feel morally
responsible, when we advise students, to point out that safety is
part of the picture," Connecticut
education consultant Marcia
Rubinstien said, "just as much as
finding a curriculum that's good
for you and an ambiance that suits
you."
These days, when Rubinstien
counsels high school students and
their parents, she guides them to
Web sites that provide links to
campus crime statistics - though
some in academe warn the numbers might not be complete.
"This is a much more important
issue than it was 20 years ago and,
in terms of Sept. 11, even two
years ago," said Tom Nelson, the
editor and publisher of the

Cali ornia=basett-Campus Safety
Journal.
Before his daughter left for college, Mark Sklarow cautioned her
about the risks to women on campuses, and advised her to cover the
top of beverage cups while attending parties- a step to discourage
tampering with a date rape drug.
Sklarow, the executive director
of the Independent Educational
Consultants Association, said over
the past few years he has heard of
more and more parents taking similar precautions.
During her daughter's college
search last year, Lisa Treister of
Miami consulted the campus crime
data posted on the Web site operated by Security On Campus - a
nonprofit advocacy group started
.by the family of Jeanne Clery, a
Lehigh University student raped
and murdered in her dormitory
room in 1986.
"It wasn't the make or break
decision, but we did check it and I
thought it was a pretty interesting
Web site," Treister said. "People

UT student abducted
KNOXVILLE, Tenn, (AP)- When Sandy Jeffers failed to show
up for her final exam at the
University of Tennessee on
Thursday, police feared the worstthat she had been abducted.
"That was the break we were
hoping for, that she would walk in at
8 o'clock this morning for that final
exam. It didn't happen," Maryville
Police Chief Tony Crisp said.
Police believe Jeffers, 25, who
was scheduled to graduate from UT
on Saturday with a degree in anthropology, was taken screaming from
her Maryville apartment late
Tuesday and driven away in what
was described as a faded-red 1980s
Dodge Shadow.
Investigators were searching for
a tall, slender man in his late teens or
early 20s who was videotaped April

30 at a Wal-Mart using one of
Jeffers' personal checks to buy bicy- cle tires, a DVD player and other
items.
Crisp said Jeffers didn't know the
check had been stolen, apparently
from her apartment a few weeks
ago, until she received the returned
check in the mail Monday from
Wal-Mart.
The chief said Jeffers' neighbors
above and beside her apartment
"heard screams for help" late
Tuesday. "When they ran out they
saw a vehicle leaving at a high rate
of speed."
Getting no answer at her door
the neighbors called police at 11:37
p.m. Officers found Jeffers' door
unlocked, her purse and keys inside
the apartment and her car in the
parking lot.

0

are looking at it, and people -are- -requires-schools--zeceiv.ing_federal
definitely concerned about it."
Triester's daughter, Emily, settled on Boston University, an urban
campus where tight security
allayed her family's worries.
Pat Bosco, the dean of student
life at Kansas State University, said
safety also has become a consumer
question for rural schools, like his
in Manhattan, Kan.
"We're seeing the perception of
crime everywhere," Bosco said.
By law, colleges and universities must address safety concerns
by prominently displaying information about campus security
measures on their own Web sites.
But with the issue gaining attention, the various means used to
measure security - especially the
provisions enacted under the socalled "Clery Act"- are coming
under more scrutiny.
Shepherded through Congress
by Security on Campus, the law
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subsidies to report crime data each
year to the U.S. Department of
Education.
While acknowledging the law's
benefits, many officials nonetheless worry that the system punishes
schools that file accurate statistics
to the database.
"There's almost an incentive not
to report," said Sklarow.
One problem, Nelson said, is
that schools tend to independently
decide what constitutes on- and
off-campus crime. Some schools
report incidents within one block
of a campus while others record
crimes that occur as far as three
blocks away, he pointed out.
Howard Clery III said Security
on Campus is studying ways to
make colleges more accountable.
"They're interpreting the law in
different ways, so we're looking to
tighten that up," said Clery, brother
of the sign- Lehigh student.
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pus...
Sklarow, with the Virginiabased consultants association,
6elieves awareness and prevention
are as important as consulting
crime statistics.
In addition to the warning about
date rape, Sklarow asked his
daughter to call someone with her
cell phone during solitary nighttime walks through campus.
There have been times -when
Sklarow has been the recipient of
that call in the wee hours. He says
. •
he doesn't mind a bit.
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Although overall national.statistics on college crime have not been
tabulated, Gerald Williamson, the
vice principal of student services at
East Central University, a 4,300student state school in Ada, Okla.,
says that acts of campus violence
need to be placed in perspective.
"If you have any population
contained within 10 acres, where
you have 5,000 people a day passing through, there will be things
that occur," said Williamson. "But
probably the safest place you can
be nationwide is on a college cam-
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Community
Friday, May 9, 2003

Kiwanis Club Pancake
Breakfast tomorrow at FBC

EventReminders
The following are reminders of events planned for this weekend that
have recently been published in the Murray Ledger & Times:

The Murray Kiwanis Club will hold its annual
pancake breakfast Saturday, May 10,from 6-10 a.m.
in the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall. Tickets
are available at the door for $4 (adults) and $2 (children 12 and under). Proceeds benefit children in the
community.

Belinda Lockhart, daughter of Georgia Lockhart of Buchanan. Tenn.,
and the late Darrell Lockhart, and Nicolas (Nick) Chavez, son of Gabriel
and Jana Chavez of Orange, Calif., will be married Saturday, May 10, 2003,
at 3 p.m. at St. Edward Catholic Church, Dana Point, Calif. A reception will
follow at Rancho Los Lomas, Silverado, Calif. All relatives and friends are
invited.

Final meeting set for Sigmas

Catherine Suzanne Morgan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Morgan of
Mornsonville, III., and Johnny Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Morris of
Dexter, will be married Saturday, May 10, 2003, at 3:30 P.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and 'ends are invited.

The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will have its final meeting Mondax, May 12, at 6:30 p.m.
at the home of DeAnn Barnett. A "mystery dinner" will
lo's
be served. Each member should bring two non-perishDatebook able food items or personal items for Need Line and
By Jo Burkeen donations for Quarters for Headquarters. Hostesses will
Community Editor be Renee Buckingham, Terri Benton and Barnett.

Kalista Niccole Cunningham, cfaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
Cunningham of Dexter, and Tyler Kenneth Wilson Walls, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Walls of Effingham, Ill., will be married Saturday, May 10, 2003, at
4 p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin. All relatives and friends are invited
Tammy Culpepper, daughter of Vicki Culpepper of Murray and Randy
Culpepper of Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Mitchell Tucker, son of Jerry and
Donna Tucker of Murray, will be married Saturday, May 10, 2003, at 5 p.m.
at Elm Grove Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
Amber Catherine Flood, daughter of Larry and Marilyn Flood of Murray,
and Jackie Dean Henshaw II, son of Jackie and Beth Henshaw of Simpson,
Ill., will be married Saturday, May 10, 2003, at 7 p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist
Church. A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are
invited.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kenwood Robinson of Puryear, Tenn., are today,
May 9, 2003, observing their 60th wedding anniversary. A family celebration
is planned in June.

Lions' circus scheduled for today
The Murray Lions Club is sponsoring the Kelly Miller Circus,coming to
the Calloway County Fairgrounds on Friday, May 9 for two shows at 4:30
..p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Tickets at the gate are $10 for adults and $6 for children.
Proceeds from the circus will be benefit local Family Resource Centers.

Ledger & Times Photo
LEDGER RELAY FOR LIFE RAFFLE WINNER ... Kellye
Steele, shown with sons Connor, left, and Chandler, accepts
a pottery piece from Murray Ledger & Times business manager Rita Boggess that served as a prize in the Ledger's
Relay for Life Raffle recently. Steele was one of three winners in the raffle; Tammy Hobbs and Captola Saxon were the
others. The pottery was furnished by Old World Market Place
in Murray.

MHS baseball hall reception planned
A reception will be held in the Murray Middle School atrium Saturday
to recognize the 2002 and 2003 inductees to Murray High School's Baseball
Hall of Fame. The reception will be held from 10:30 a.m.-noon.

Democratic Party to meet Monday
'Fhere will be a meeting of the Calloway County Democratic Party at 5 • —
p.m. May 12 in the Calloway County Public Library. The public'is invited.

Murray Woman's Club members attend convention
Twenty-three members of the
Murray Woman's Club attended the
convention of the Kentucky
Federation of- Women's Clubs held
in Louisville, April 4-6.
The club was very successful in
winning seven first place awards in
the Divisions of Arts and Crafts,
Performing— Arts,
&
Arts
Conservation, Home Life-Women's
Health, Fundraising. Arts Special
Projects, and International Affairs.
They also received two second
place awards which included: The
Press Book and the President's
Bunny Contest and Honorable
Mention for Public Affairs, Cardinal
Treatment Center and CARE.
Martha Crafton, MWC president,
was elected to the KFWC Budget
and Finance Committee for the
2003-2004 year.
The club received the highly
sought after 100 percent Club
Award. Many requirements by
KFWC and GFWC must be met
before receiving this award and the
MWC was one of seven in the First

District to complete those requirements.
This year the Music Department
Chorus was invited-to provide- the
entertainment for the President's
Banquet on Saturday night. The
chorus sang a selection of songs and
ended the program by inviting members from the -slate chorus to join
them in singing several patriotic
songs.
Being invited to provide the program for the State President's
Banquet is quite an honor; however
the MWC Chorus has provided programs for the KFWC Convention on
more than one occasion.
Four executive board officers,
two past presidents, two department
chalk, and 15 members were able to
attend the convention. They were as
follows:
Martha Crafton, president; Pat
Harrington, first vice president;
Susan O'Neill, corresponding secretary; Sheree Story, treasurer;
Barbara Brandon, past president,
governor, and legislative chairman;

Ti--11 E. I IC30
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IRON FURNITURE & POTTERY

New Truckload
In This Week! si&

Friday, Saturday, Monday 9-5 • Sunday 2 til 4

Mothers Day Special: 1O% Off Bakers Racks & Arches
'Large, Outdoor Pots •New Items in Shabby Chic
'Large Gazebos'Candelabras (Available For Rent)
'Outdoor Iron-Railed Bridge (Great!)
',the hwy. 79 N.. turn right of Trollinger's 8h1Q arid
oorage bldg.. On bikeway Circlu Paris.

Happy Mother's Day
mn

COMM UFFEI

I

a

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL --.
500/0 OFF BUFFET W/COUPON
(FOR MOTHER'S ONLY)
Fresh buffet, fresh dessert, salad & ice cream

Niek

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Offer Good May 8 thru May 11

OPEN DAILY
Mon.-Thurs. 103014.210:30 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10:30a.n*- 11 p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m.-'10 p.m. 3gr

Calloway County High School's Project Graduation Committee will
meet Monday, May 12, at 7 p.m. in the CCHS choir room. Parents of senior,i are urged to attend. The committee is in need of volunteers and donations.

Republicans will meet Monday night
I IA_
ali()WaY County Republican Party will meet Monday. May 12, at 7
.m. in the-Calloway-County-Public -Library meeting rooniT All-interested
persons are welcome to attend.

North SBDC to discuss SACS visit
North Elementary's School Based Decision Making Council will meet
Monday, May 12, at 4 p.m. in the staff lounge at North to discuss SACS
visit, teacher council members elections, textbook adoption, portfolio scoring report and personnel.

THEOS Group to hold lesson
THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually), a bereavement group, will
meet Tuesday, May 13, at the Calloway County Public Library at 2 p.m. The
lesson, "After the Flowers Are Gone," will be taught by Lillian Steele with
a meal to follow at Sirloin Stockade.

Meeting for MMS promotion night set
Photo provided

ATTEND CONVENTION.. Members of the Murray Woman's Club
attending the convention of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs at Louisville, were,from left, seated, Sheree Story, Martha
Crafton, Pat Harrington, standing, Barbara Brandon, Susan
O'Neill, Marlene Beach, Noma Frank and Lois Pharris.

••

OPEN MAY 9 - 12

✓

CCHS Project Graduation group to meet

a
600 N.12th St.(Next to Radio Shack)
Shoppes of Murray
753-8916

Lois Pharris, past president and
civic-recycling chairman; Marlene
Beach,Alpha Department chairman;
Norma Frank, Zeta Department
chairman; and Sally DuFord,
Newsletter Chairman.
The Chorus was under the direction of Kathy Mowery and accom-

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Daddy Day Care
PG. 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:20
Anger Management
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:35 - 9:45

Don'tforget

Mother's Day
Sunday. May 11TH

3.

Holes
PG. 1:05 - 3:30 - 7:05 - 9:30

The Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Council will meet
Monday,May 12, at 3:30 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Need Line golf tourney is planned
Need Line will hold its fundraising golf tournament on Friday, May 16,
at the Murray Country Club. For firms or individuals who wish to sponsor,
the cost is $50. Players are welcome. Those interestedshould contact 7536239, 759-1220 or Need Line.

Girl Scout Cookout next week
The Girl Scout Leader/Daughter Cookout will be Monday, May 12, at
6:30 p.m. in the Girl Scout Cabin and Pavilion. Food will be provided.
Those attending are asked to bring a lawn chair. Call 759-2996 to RSVP.

WOW Lodge 728 meeting set

Homemakers sponsoring trip
The Calloway County Homemakers are sponsoring a trip to the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville, Tenn., on May IS. The trip is open to anyone.
The Souther Women's Show features fashion shows, cooking shows,
health screenTtgs, and many otherkings of interest to women. The cost is
$30 which includes transportation3nd admission to the show. For more
information contact the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

X2: X-Men United
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:50

Visit Our Showroom

CCMS council to meet Monday

WOW Lodge 728 will hold its regular meeting at the Woodman Youth
Camp May 12 at6 p.m. Each member is asked to bring a small item or monetary donation that can be sent overseas to someone in the military.

Identity
R- 1:15 - 3:10 - 7:25 - 9:25

The Lizzie McGuire Movie
PG- 1:20 - 3:25 - 7:10 - 9:15

Murray Kiwanis Club

panied by Oneida White. Barbara
Brandon, Joanne Cavitt, Martha
Crafton, Sally DuFord, Judith Hill,
Shirley Jenstrom, Martha Joiner, Pat
Miller, Joan Niffenegger, Lillian
Robertson, Amy Roos, Margery
Shown, Gale Vinson, Bobbie
Weatherly, and Lea Yates were the
members who were able to attend
the convention.
Crafton said "the Murray Club is
very proud of their Chorus and their
accomplishments. They have the
only Woman's Club Chorus in the
State of Kentucky and have received
many gestures of thanks from across
the state."

A meeting is scheduled Monday, May 12, at 4 p.m. in the MMS atrium
for those interested in helping with 8th Grade Promotion Night at Murray
Middle School. PrOnibtion night will be held May 29 at 6 p.m. Those interested in helping monetarily to cover food and drinks may contact Kathie
Pierce or'MMS. Remaining money will be placed in an account for the
Class od 2007 for expenses during their high school years.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"lour Authori:ed GI show( Is' neater"

ANNUAL PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Saturday, May 10. 2003
6 a.m. to 10 a.m.
First Baptist Church
Fellowship Hall
Adult Plate — $4.00
Children 12 & Under — $2.00
ALL PROCEEDS
GO TO
SERVICE PROJECTS.

(17.11110t

Malibu's Most Wanted
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:15- 7:15 - 9:10

3 2 mu ft
capac,tv

50+ Years of Combined Service
2 Full-Line Tech • Full-Time Parts Dept.
-SERVICE ALL BRANDS."

Arpta.n.

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 14
Program Information Call 753-3314

212 1.:ist \loin 'NI. • 753-1586

WWSE6260

If you're

looking for competitive

Automobile and Homeowner's Insurarce...

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
representing many strong companies,
has a Solution For You!
We also provide insurance for:
• Boatowners
• Farmowners
• Motorcycles
• Health(Group & Individuals)
• Commercial
• Long-term Care
• Workers Compensation
• Disability Income
• Bonds
• Medicare Supplements
BEL-AIR cENTER• MURRAY

Cal

153-4/51

ATTENTION MKS & CCHS
CLASS OF 2003
If you DID NOT have your senior
Allison's
at
made
picture
Photography and want to be
included in the 2003 edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times Graduation
Section. please bring a photo (with
your full name and school on the
back) to our office or to your
school office by May 15, 2003.

The Cake Lady 15 Now Open!
BAKERY AND CATERING
•Decorated Cakes •Cookies
•Homemade Viiriety Cakes
'Flavored Bread 'Muffins
All Icing is Homemade!
Weddings - Dinners - Lunches - Brunches
Hours: Tues -Fri 10-5, Sat 8-12
Owner - Marla Thomason
715
B S. 12th St.
762-0450 (across from Food Giant)

- --
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Students to be
recognized
during program
PADUCAH, Ky — Top students
from Paducah Community College
and West Kentucky Technical
College will be recogtiited during
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College's Honor Program
Tuesday, May 13.
The honor program begins at 5
p.m. at the Paducah Expo Center
and will be followed by the college's graduation ceremony at 7
p.m.
"
PCC and West Kentucky Tech
have consolidated to form West
and
Community
Kentucky
Technical College. The May 13
event marks the first time the two
colleges have combined honors and
graduation programs.
Students receiving outstanding
student achievement awards are (by
county residence):
Tina Hodges.
Calloway:
Surgical Technology; Michael Irvin,
West Kentucky Technical College
Outstanding Student Ambassador;
Tidwell,
Office
Donna
and
Technology
Marshall: Karen Brown,
Information Technology; Jamie
Cavitt, Business Technology Accounting Option; Jayne Clark,
Nursing; Sandi Hall, Accounting &
Finance Technology; Pam Logue,
KCTCS All-Academic Team; Amy
Rhodes, Physical Science and
Drew Trammell, Mathematics and
Physics

WHAT'S FOB LUNCH?
Sponsored each week by
rono

•

•

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the Calloway County and Murray
City Schools for the week of May 12-16 have been released by Janice
McCuiston and Judy Clark , food service directors for the county and city
schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:

Photo provided

RECEIVE AWARDS.. Members of Murray Woman's Club winning awards in arts and crafts in
the local and district contests were, from left, Teresa Butler, second in Christmas decoration,
Lois Pharris, first in embroidery, Lillian Robertson, third in photography, and Rebecca
Rutledge, first in Watercolor and GFWC Art. Other winners were Joanna Adams, Sylvia
Puckett and Lee Furst. first; Joetta Kelly, Carla Rexroat, Sylvia Sanert, Lillie Fuqua and Furst,
second.

Taking An
Art Guild
Tour

www.usps.com.
When you click

Photos provided

CREATIVE ARTS...Members
Creative
Arts
of
the
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club are pictured,
in top photo, while on a tour
of the Murray Art Guild. The
painting in the background
is by Lillian Robertson.
Hostesses were, side photo,
Peggy Shoemaker. Lillian
Norma
Robertson
and
Paschall.

on 'Online Services', here are
some of the things you can do:
• Send letters, booklets and flyers. You can create, print and send
documents, pay online and let the
Postal Service do the work for you.
You can do away with printing,
stuffing and trips to the post office.
• Send Postcards. You can customize postcards to become thank
you cards, invitations, or
announcements to friends and family. For about the same price as a
First-Class Mail stamp, sources are
available to do the printing and
mailing for you. Business customers can utilize this service for
sale promotions, prospecting for
new customers or customer loyalty
mailings. Black and white postcards are available as well as prc

:ht

mium glossy cards. Postage is
included in the price of the postcards and discounts are available
with every mailing of any size.
• Send Custom Made Greeting
Cards. Create your personal cards
by choosing designs, fonts and colors from postal designs or provide
your favorite design and upload
your own photo or artwork. Use
your company name, logo and
handwritten signs.
• Send Certified Mail. You can
now combine the convenience of

Wi11

T.

Unique Gifts
Christmas Items
Garden Gear
Bridal Registry
Gourmet Coffee

Read all the
community news.
Subscribe to the
Ledger &
Times

306 Main St. - Hazel, KY - 270-492-8900

NOW OPEN

need confirmation of delivery.
These services allow you to
design, create, and pay online, then

sit back while the Postal Service
does the rest

Brand New

2004 Pacifica Chrysler
NOW IN STOCK!

4.25%

COME SEE & DRIVE

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool - Breakfast (milk is served daily): Monday - cereal, toast,
fruit juice; Tuesday - sausage biscuit, banana; Wednesday - pancake
and sausage on a stick with syrup, fruit juice; Thursday - ham and
cheese biscuit, applesauce. Lunch - (milk is served daily) - Monday meat loaf, creamed potatoes with gravy, cole slaw, roll; Tuesday - chicken rings, roll, green peas, glazed carrots; Wednesday - spaghetti with
meat sauce, Texas toast, tossed salad with dressing; Thursday - grilled
cheese sandwich, steamed broccoli, baked beans, fruit fluff.
East, North, Southwest - Breakfast (cereal, toast, muffin, fruit juice
and milk available daily): Monday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Tuesday sausage links with pancakes and syrup; Wednesday - scrambled eggs,
hashbrowns and toast; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - cinnamon
roll. Lunch (vegetables, fruit, chef salads and milk available daily)
Monday - taco salad with corn bread, BBQ sandwich, peanut butteriand
jelly sandwich; Tuesday - chicken strips with rolls, BBQ ribette sandwich,
grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday - ravioli casserole with bread
sticks, grilled chicken on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
Thursday - meat loaf with-reVcheeseburger, grilled cheese sandwich;
Friday - personal pan pizza, tuna salad sandwich, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich.
Calloway Middle- Breakfast (cereal, toast, fruit juice or fruit, yogurt
and milk available daily) - Monday - French toast sticks with syrup;
Tuesday - ham, egg and cheese burrito; Wednesday - ham and cheese
biscuit; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - steak biscuit. Lunch (pizia,
chef salad, vegetables, fruit, tea, fruit drinks and milk available daily)
Monday - BBQ ribette on hoagie, corn dog, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, submarine on hoagie; Tuesday - chicken rings with roll, roast beef
sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich;
Wednesday -Mexican bean roll, cheeseburger, peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich; Thursday - beef fajita, hot ham
and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, submarine on hoagie;
Friday - Oriental chicken with egg roll, Chuckwagon sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich.
Calloway High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, pop tarts, muffins, donuts,
fruit juice and milk available daily) Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday chicken biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit with
sausage gravy; Friday - pancakes and sausage links with syrup. Lunch
(vegetables,-iruit cold sandwiches, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,
hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef salads, pizza, fruit drinks, tea and
milk available daily) Monday - taco salad in boat with Mexican corn
bread, corn dog; Tuesday - cream of potato soup with pizza sticks, beef
steak sandwich: Wednesday - Oriental chicken with egg roll, submarine
on hoagie; Thursday - chili cheese baked potato with bread sticks, chicken patty sandwich: Friday - ham and cheese stromboli, tuna salad sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (Toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs and toast; Tuesday - muffins;
Wednesday - French toast stix; Thursday - biscuit and gravy; Friday Pop Tarts. Lunch - (fruit, vegetables, ice cream, bottled water, fruit rollups, milk and juice available daily) Monday - hamburger, chicken salad
plate with crackers; Tuesday - cheese pizza, chef's salad with crackers;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets with rolls, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - ravioli casserole with corn bread, ham and cheese
sandwich; Friday - stuff crust pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Murray Middle - Breakfast - (Toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday - muffins; Tuesday - bacon and cheese biscuit;
Wednesday - Honey buns; Thursday - steak and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon pastry. Lunch - (fruit, vegetables and milk available daily)
Monday - chicken nuggets with bread, peanut butter sandwich; Tuesday
- taco hard-shells, cheeseburger; Wednesday - BBQ sandwich, chef
salad with crackers, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - chicken patty
with roll, Salisbury steak with gravy; Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich, Mexican pizza.
Murray High - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily)
Monday -waffle stix; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy; Wednesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday -cinnamon
rolls. Lunch - (Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, fruit, vegetables, milk.
ice cream, snack crackers, cookies and canned fruit drinks available
daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sandwich; Tuesday taco salad bar, Mexican pizza, chef salad with crackers; Wednesday beef stew, turkey salad plate; Thursday - Oriental stir fry, chef salad with
crackers; Friday - fish and cheese sandwich, ham and cheese sub.

;. '• May is Better Hearing
• BH and Speech Month!

SM
B ET TER
HEARING

the Internet with the reliability of
traditional hardcopy mail. Send
certified mail documents when you

• SPEECH
MONTH

An estimated 28 million Americans have hearing loss
that can be treated. You may be on of them. Look
and listen for hearing loss during May.

,

•
If you...
• Frequently ask people to repeat themselves.
• Often turn your ear toward a sound to hear it
better.
• Understand people better while looking directly
at them.
• Miss out in group conversations.
• Keep the television or radio at a level that
others claim is too loud.
• Experience pain or ringing in your ears.

It is time for you to call Jinger Pruden,
Audiologist, at Regional ENT!
„linger Pruden, M.A., CCC-A

(May, 2003)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

To celebrate 131-1SM, Regional ENT Associates have the answers to all your
hearing health questions. Jinger-Prudeil is a certified audiologist who is
also a KY Licensed hearing instrument specialist.

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary chiles flowc:vol, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00' r Since early surrender
charges apply plea',e C,ill for details

_
Call today to schedule your appointment at 767-,0060
and look forward to better hearing tomonvw.
' Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
I

online at

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

111

701 Main St.•(270)753-5273

Here's a way to mail a postcard
to friends, a birthday card to Mom,
or newsletters to church members
without ever
having to leave
your home or
business. These
are examples of
how the U.S.
Postal Service
is providing
new services to
meet the
changing needs
Greetings of its cusfrom Dexter tomers. You
can visit the
By Peggy
Smith
Postal Service
Postmaster

Viso.

dodge

USPS NetpostTM
all you need

Dexter
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2400 E. Wood St • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

egional
Sat.
?lose
(Throat
ssociates, PLLC

Regional ENT Associates, PLLC
300 S. 8th Street, Suite 507 E
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0060
www.regionalentassociates.net
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Directory of Churches
Friday, May 9, 2003
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 10.15 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat 900 a m.
Worship

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 min.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
945 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
6100 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Serv.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
900 a.m.
Sunday School
500 p.m.
Discipleship Training
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.in.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School & Worship 9:30 & 10:50 a.m.
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
645 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1045a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8, 915 & 1030 a.m.
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7100 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
.

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
- Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEI. MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00 a.m.
600 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 arm
Worship
11 am. & 6 p.m
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.

OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church

Mother's
Understanding Love

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
SCOTTS GROVE
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat.6 p.m.-10
'Awakening
p.m.
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship

A mother's love and example are treasures
that their children carry with them
throughout their lives. It seems that
mothers have a special instinct and
know just what to say and do for
every situation that arises within a
family. As a young boy, I remember
whenever I did something wrong, it
seemed that my mother always
knew when I needed a good talk- 4
ing to. But in many cases, she
wouldn't have to say a thing.
She apparently could just sense
when I was truly sorry for doing
something wrong, and no scolding or discipline was necessary.
Like all good mothers, she was
always aware of my feelings, and
her loving consideration simply
made me try to be a better person.
Our Heavenly Father deals with us in
the same way. Whenever we do something wrong, God doesn't
give us "time out," take away our TV privileges or punish us.
He just wants us to be truly sorry for doing something wrong
and to know that we will try to be better. Mothers set the
example for their families, and their love and understanding
are manifested in almost everything they do.
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SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST.JOHN
11 am.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worships
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday11:00 a.m.
Sunday

She opens her mouth with wisdom, and the teaching of
kindness is on her tongue.
Proverbs 31:26

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.
Sunday Masses

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSMP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
Evening Service
6.00 p m

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m,
Wednesday Night

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

(Sunday & Wednesdays)

CHURCH OF HMOS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:50 am.
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

MT.OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

CHURCH OF CHRIST

UNION GROVE
10:50 am.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
900 a.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
EVening Worship
6:00 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6:00 p.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Services
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services

SIHLOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP

Sunday

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m

3 p.m.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a in

Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 a.m.
Worship
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94

MT. CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School

10:00 am,
11:00 a.m

MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Worship

11:00 ami

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays
7:00 p.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
Shoney's Inn Convention Room
Sundays
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL AKE CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
11:00 a.m

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship,
6:30 p.m.

MURRAY RESTORATION BRANCH
OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
Sunday School
Worship

9:30 a.m
10:45 a.m

Worship Service
Church School

10:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.

METHODIST

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Worship
6:30 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:30 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m
Sunday Worship & Service
Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Non-Traditional Praise & Worship 11:00 a.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
KIRIESEY UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
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905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

Murray
Appliance
753-1586

212 E. Main St.

Thornton Tile and Marble

WOODCDAFTES
GALLERIES
Hwy.641 North

10% Discount ®
with Church
Bulletin

Taking healthcare newplaces

759-4522

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

HOSPITAL

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 •270467-36s0

Calloway Monument Co.

Murray
753-9383

Murray

1707 West Main

"We have over 50 years'expene'
in design and craftsmanship

filf.A11A001;
re,‘ vit,E A r

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

st000D "'C'F.pox cp,LA T 11

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
Email: 5starecains.net

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
1393 State Route 45 North

WORLD
BRANDON
•
L
121 Bypass • Murray, KY
IMO('R

Hwy.
(270) 753-5315 •(800) 455-5315

ts

We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street
Mal"

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.

Murray

753-1489

The )

Murray Bank

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC
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V
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For All Special Occasioms
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
270 759-5000 • Toll Free I-888-367-6757

NISSAN OF MURRAY
Affiliate of Parker Ford
Lincoln Mercury
800 Chestnut St.

753-8850

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

LEDGER SL TIMES
(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledger.com

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500 Phone

tIl)
crtrra_c_e—
L 0 II t;
"When You Need More Than Assisted Living"
1505 Stadium View Dr.• 753-7109
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Engineering, spirituality helped climber
By COLLEEN SLEVIN
Associated Press Writer
GRAND JUNCTION, Colo. (AP) — When
adventurer Aron Ralston's forearm was trapped
by an 800-pound boulder in a remote Utah
canyon, his first instinct was to ram his wiry body
up against the rock, hoping it might budge.
After several failed attempts, the former Intel
mechanical engineer and search and rescue volunteer soon realized he had better save his energy for a smarter plan.
Speaking Thursday for the first time since his
rescue, he calmly explained how his technical
know-how combined with his spirituality gave
him the strength to go through with his final'
option — cutting off his arm with a dull pocketknife.
"1 thinic a lot of it came from beyond me and
my capacity," Ralston told a news conference at
St. Mary's Hospital in this western Colorado city.
"I believe there was a greater presence than just
me in that canyon."
The 27-year-old who quit his job last year to
focus on mountain climbing said he felt buoyed
by knowing he had squeezed so much into his life
and was living on his own terms. He felt encouraged by "waking visions" of his family and
friends during those five mostly sleepless nights
and experienced a surge of energy toward the end
of his ordeal, which coincided with the National
Day of Prayer.
Ralston also kept busy by coming up with different options and testing them — from chipping

away at the rock with a cheap pocketknife to
engineering a progressively more complex system of pulleys with climbing ropes to try to move
it.
He joked that he often thought of drinking a
margarita while he took turns standing and sitting
down in his climbing harness to rest his legs.
Ralston tried to amputate his arm on both the
third and fourth days but the knife was too dull.
So on the fifth day, May 1, he had to first muster
the nerve to break his wrist in two parts.
He used his bike shorts to absorb the blood
and packed up his gear so he could make a quick
getaway.
"I'm not sure how I handled it. I felt pain and
I coped with it. I moved on," said Ralston who is
expected to return to his parents' home in suburban Denver by the end of the weekend.
Even after he performed the excruciating
operation, the rest of Ralston's rescue required
skills beyond the abilities of most.
Ralston, who lives in Aspen and works at a
mountaineering shop, has summitted Mount
McKinley, North America's tallest peak. He has
climbed all but a half-dozen of Colorado's 55
mountains taller than 14,000 feet alone during the
winter. No one has ever climbed all of them alone
in those conditions.
Despite dehydration and heavy .blood loss,
Ralston was able to crawl through a narrow,
winding canyon, rappel down a 60-foot cliff, and
walk some six miles down the canyon near
Canyonlands National Park.

There he met hikers from
Holland who offered him
two Oreo cookies — his
first food in days. By the
time he was picked up by a
rescue helicopter he was just
two miles from the nearest
road.
Ralston withheld some
details of his story. His family hired a publicist shortly
Ralston
after his rescue and Ralston
will not soon be giving any follow-up interviews;
interviews with the doctors who treated him will
not be allowed.
Ralston gave a partial answer to one frequently asked question: What kind of knife did he use'?
He described it as a cheap imitation of the
Leatherman brand multitool, a folding device
which typically has knife blades, pliers, screwdrivers and other gadgets. He didn't give the
brand, calling it "what you'd get if you bought a
$15 flashlight and got a free multiuse tool."
The accident followed a long weekend of outdoor activity that began with skiing, then a mountain bike ride, and finally, on the third morning,
April 26, a "canyoneering" trip down Blue John
Canyon.
Canyoneering involves navigating the narrow,
winding Jot canyons of the Colorado Plateau,
alternately using climbing techniques, hiking and
sometimes wading or swimming through streams
and pools.

InOurChurches
Christ-centered health program set
for Monday at Westside Baptist
On Monday, May 12. at 7 p.m., orientation for BRBC First Place, a
Christ-centered health program, will be held at Westside Baptist Church in
Murray. BRBC First Place began at Blood River Baptist church and has
grown into a cooperative ministry of several churches in Calloway County.
Attending orientation is a prerequisite for enrolling in a class, but attendance at orientation does not obligate anyone to join. Orientation provides
information and allows those who are interested to register for a I3-week
session of First Place. Bible Study for this session will be the new "Making
Wise Choices."
Several classes will be held at different locations.and times during this
session: Sunday School at Blood River, Monday evening at 6 p.m. at 807
Vine, Tuesday evening at 5:30 p.m. at New Life Bookstore; and Wednesday
morning at 8:30 a.m. at Westside Baptist Church; .
•
An Open House will also be held at New Life Bookstore on Saturday,
May 17, from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Everyone is welcome to browse the literature,
try samples of First Place foods, ask questions, and get one-on-one information in this informal setting. For more information, please call Martha
Norsworthy at 753-5400.

Decoration Day Open House
planned at Rozzell Chapel
NIAYHELD, Ky. — Rozzell Chapel Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will hold a Decoration Day Open House Saturday, May 10, beginning at 9
a.m. Donations to the cemetery fund will be accepted. For more information, call 247-7252 or 251-9556.,

Invitation to 'Dinner & A Movie' extended
Trinity Christian Center youth and Young at Heart invited the public to
"Dinner & A Movie" tonight from 7-10 p.m. at 18th and Calloway Streets.
There is no charge.

Memorial youth holding car wash

ServicesSpeakers&Specials
churches
Various
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
- --Coldwater Church of Christ:
Richard Guill, minister, will be
speaking
on
—
"Pay Day
Someday" with scripture from
Ecclesiastes 8:11-13 at the 10:15
a.m. service, and "The Two
Debtors" from Luke 7:36-50 at the
6 p.m. service.
Emmanuel Baptist Churc4;
Dr. Paul McWherter, pastor, will
preach on "Should We Shout and
Rejoice?" at the 11 a.m. service
with scripture from Isaiah 61:10-11
and Psalm 5:11-12. He will also
speak at 6 p.m. from Luke 16:1013, I Corinthians 4:1-2 and / Peter
4:10 on "It Is The Little Things That
Count."
Immanuel Lutheran Church:
The Rev. Chad Foster will bring
the message "I am The Good
Shepherd" from John 10:11-18.
North
Grove
Pleasant
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church: Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will speak on "Love For
Mother" with text from John 19: 2527. Mothers will be honored during
the service. Jim Cain will be in
charge of Children's Time.
The church choir will sing "In
The Name of Jesus" and "Glad
Reunion Day."
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Buck will speak at 10 a.m. and 6
p.m. Special music for the morning
service will feature Whitney and
Shauna Wicker, and special music
for the evening service will be Jay
Like.
Methodist
United
First
Church: "When God Steps In"
from Ezekiel 34:11-16 and John
10: 11-18 will be the sermon
Sunday. Jennifer Riley will present
during
Your
Love"
"Show
Children's Moments. Special
music will be provided by the
Prime Time Singers at the 8:45
a.m. service, and by the Preschool
Choir, Kid's Club and PARTY Club
at the 11 a.m. service.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale will present the
of
message "The
Ministry
Motherhood" with scripture from

Acts 16:1-3 and // Timothy 1:3-5
during the morning worship service, and "Homelande Security"
from Ephesians 5:21-6:4. Radio
broadcasts of the messages will
be on 1130 AM WRKY (morning
service) and 1340 AM WNBS
(evening service).
Grace Baptist Church: Bro.
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will
bring messages at the morning
and evening worship times. The
choir will sing "What A Meeting In
The Air" during the morning and
Then "Heaven Will Surely Be Worth
It All" at the evening service. Jason
Carroll will deliver a children's sermon that morning.
First Baptist Church: Mother's
Day Recognition will be observed
at the morning worship time. A
Parent-Child Dedication will be
held at 10:35 a.m. between services. The message will be "Christian
to the Core — A Love For People"
from Dr. Wendell Ray. The sanctuary choir will sing "No More Night"
and Faye Austin will perform "On
Eagle's Wings."
Poplar
Baptist
Springs
Church: Pastor Andrzej Kojma, a
missionary from Visla, Poland, will
speak at the 8:45 a.m. and 11 a.m.
services. Bob Waldrop will sing at
both services, as well. Family
Night will be observed Sunday
night, therefore no services will be
held at that time.
First Presbyterian Church:
The Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery
will deliver the message from John
10:11-18 during the 10:45 a.m.
service.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church:
Rev. John Denham will speak on
"A Mother's Heart" from / Samuel
1:1-20 at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service, and "Of These Things Be
Confident" from Titus 3:4-11 at 6
p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Church: "Eating Cold Grits" is the
topic for the Rev. Kendrick Lewis'9
a.m. worship service message with
scripture from John 14:1-14. A
non-traditional praise service will
follow at 11 a.m. with Ronnie
Hutson as speaker.
Westside Baptist Church:
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak on

"The Mother of Our Lord" from
Luke 1:26-38 for the 10:30 a.m.
morning service. The choir and
soloist Teena Young will sing "He
Will Come And Save You" and
special music will be provided by
April Alexander. Dave Winder will
deliver the Kid's Worship message, "Working For Jesus" from
Luke 12:16-21.
No evening worship will be held
for Family Life Sunday.
Memorial Baptist Church:
Bro. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
deliver "God's Special Messengers
of Comfort" from // Corinthians 1:110 from the morning service.
Chapel
Martin's
United
Methodist Church: A Mother's
Day Sunday will be observed at 9
a.m. with the ladies of the church
leading worship. Guest speaker
will be Susan Evans.
Good Shepherd Methodist
Church: Mother's Day will be
observed at the 11 a.m. service
with Rev. Michael Blake preaching
from Proverbs 31 on "Marks of a
Christian Home." Ladies from the
church will lead the service. A special solo will be performed by
Louise McNeil and a violin solo will
be performed by Kristina Fricker.
Oak Grove Baptist Church:
Kerry Bryant will speak at the 11
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services.
University Church of Christ:
Richard Youngblood, minister, will

speak at the 10 a.m. service on "A
Tribute To Mothers," while Charley
Bazzell, minister, will speak on
"Lessons I've Learned While
Camping With My Family" at the 6
p.m. service with scripture from
Psalm 127:3.
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Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuities are
competitive alternatives to other savings
plans. The initial guaranteed rate' is:
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Hearing Loss in the Elderly

• PRIME RIB • STEAKS • SHRIMP • CHICKEN
• BABY BACK RIBS • CATFISH

Hearing loss is the most common disability in the elderly, occurring in approximatels
10% of the U.S. population. Furthermore. one third of persons between 65 and 75 years 01
age and one half of peons aged 75 or greater have hearing loss.
Although a hearing loss may not directly restrict physical activity in a senior, it greatly
affects psychosocial functioning and is indeed disabling because of the way it interfere,
with quality of life. The most commonly reported consequences of hearing loss in the
elderly are depression and isolation. Opportunities for work, recreation, and worship arc
often hindered as a result of isolation and frustration. The inability to relate to various
sounds of nature (bads, rainfall) and civilization (traffic), and those that warn of danger
(smoke alarm, car horn) may be particularly troubling. Patients may he embarrassed by
their decline in hearing and may disguise it well to family and others.
The volume at which patients can hear sound — the hearing
threshold — and different frequencies at which, they hear sound.
may also be affected in hearing loss.
Senior patients and their family members/caregivers need information about hearing loss and how hearing aids may alleviate associated difficulties, frustrations and isolation associated with it.

go treat Tour Mont on Mother's Da/
cVVe will be open
qtoon-3
Swart

Net 11th -

MOTHER'S DAY WEEKEND SPECIAL

Prime Rib Dinner - $10.95
Includes Salad, Potato & Roll
AILABLE FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Aake your reservations today!
Banquet Roqms Available for groups of 20-150 any day

For more information call 270-436-5566 or 731-232-6006
Located at TN/KY State Line. From Paris Landing 5 Miles On
Hwy. 119. From Murray 15 min. South on 121. Follow signs.
Check out our website at www.cherokeehill.com

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Pharmacist

The youth group of Memorial Baptist Church will hold a car wash on
Saturday, May 10, from 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. in the parking lot behind the
'church. Doations will be accepted to help fund their summer mission trips.
The church is located at 10th and Main Streets in Murray.

Attend The Church of Your Choice This Weekend 1

Used Cars fit Trucks
From Peppers
2003 Jeep Wrangler Sport - St. #CT3158A. Red, 4.0 6 Cyl.,
Auto., AC. PS, PB, TO. 30" Tire & Wheel Group, Only
6,000 miles. $20,995.
2002 Dodge 1500 S
T3227A, White/Silver.
SOLD
V6, Auto., AC, TC, Be. I er,
miles. $12,995.
2002 Dodge 1500 SWB SLT Pickup - St. #CT3038A.
White, V8, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC. 12K miles. $17.995.
2001 Dodge 1500 SLT SWB Pickup - St. #CT3105CC.
Blue/Silver, V8, Auto., AC. PW, PL, TC, 24K miles.
S15.995.
2001 Dodge 1500 SLT 4x4 - St. #CT3188A, Red/Silver. V8,
Auto.. AC. PW. PL. IC. 40K miles. $17.995.
2001 Dodge Caravan SE - St. #CT3110A, Burgundy, V6.
Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, Dual Sliding Doors, 32K miles.
$12,995.
2001 Dodge 2500 Quad SLT - St. #CT3198A, White.
Diesel, 5 Sp., NC, PW, PL, TC, 77,000 miles. $20,986.
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT - St. #CT2373B, Maroon. V8,
Auto., A/C, PW. PL. TC, 71.000 miles. $15,995.
2001 Dodge 1500 LWB SLT - St. #CT3129A, Blue, V8,
Auto., A/C. PW, PL, TC, 37,000 miles. $15.995.
T105AA, White, V8.
2001 Dodge 1500 Qua SOLD
•• ye, es. $17.995.
Auto.. A/C, PW, PL.
2000 Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS - St. #CT3110A. Red, V6.
Auto., AC. All Power. CD. Leather, Moon Roof. $11.986.00
2000 Dodge Neon 4 Dr. - St. #CT3247A, Burgundy. Auto.,
AC. PS, PB. 26K miles. $8.995.
2000 Nissan Xterra XE 4 Dr. - St. #CT3221A, Red. V6.
Auto.. AC. PW. PL, TC. 35K miles. $16,995.
2000 Pontiac Grand AM SE 2 Dr. - St. #CT3053AA. Red.
V6, Auto.. AC. PW. PL, TC. 48K miles. $9,995.
#CT3186A, Tan. V6,
1999 Oldsmobile Aler. SOLID
K miles. $9,995.00.
Auto., AC, PW, PL,
1998 Chevrolet Cavalier 2 Dr. - St. #CC3187A, Red, Auto.,
AC, PS, PB. $2.995.00.
1997 Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT Pickup - St.
#CT3146A, White, V6, Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, 89K miles.
$8,750.
1997 Ford F250 XLT Pickup - St. #GT3110DD, White. V8.
Auto., NC. PW. PL, TC. 86,995.
1996 Jeep Cherokee
8B. Blue, 6 cyl.. Auto..
SOLD
PS, PB, AC. TC, 81
0.
1996 Jeep Cherokee Classic 4 Dr. - St. #CT3236B, White,
4.0 6 Cyl., Auto., AC, PW. PL. TC, $5,995.
1994 Dodge 1500 LW SOLD - St. #CT3100B, White,
:
V8, Auto AC, PW,
Iles. $6,995.
( Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car Or Truck Company.")

PEPPERS

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE • JEEP
2400 E Wood St - Pans, TN - (731)642-5661 - 1-800-748-8816
4111.
110
Dodge
1,,

4.
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Dodge
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Lady !Akers
blank Graves

Clean Sweep

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Despite an unwanted four-day break, the Calloway
County Lady Lakers didn't appear to miss a beat during
their first day back on the diamond.
The Lady Laker offense pounded out 11 hits - six
for extra bases - while sophomore Kalyn Fox did the
rest on the mound as 25th-ranked Calloway blanked visiting Graves County
8-0 Thursday afternoon.
"I'm fairly pleased with the way we
played, but we were a little out of sync
after not being on the field in a few
days," said CCHS head coach Tommy
Greer. "We just got to play games to stay on top of
things."
Lindsay Miller did the most damage at the plate for
DAVID KOHLJAP
CCHS, going 3-for-4 with a pair of doubles and one single while knocking in one run. The Lady Lakers (15-5)
HOMER HAPPY ... Cincinnati's Aaron Boone reacts after
scored three runs each in the second and fifth innings
hitting his second of three home runs during Thursday's
and one apiece in The fourth and sixth frames.
game with the Cardinals. The Reds' third baseman was 7Fox almost completely shut down the Graves lineup,
for-14 with five homers in Cincy's four-game sweep.
allowing the Lady Eagles just two hits while striking out
11 and walking none in the full seven innings.
Kathryn Stalls doubled home two runs while Aimee
Dial drove home a pair with a base hit. Jessica Greer
aTiid Whiiney Hendon both went 2-for-3 at the plate and
each drove in a run.
Chelsea Morris was credited with an RBI in her 1for-3 effort while Marcy Boggess scored twice after being
CINCINNATI (AP) - Twenty thick of the NL Central. They've
hit twice with pitches.
games into the season, the Cincin- won four in a row for the first
The Lady Lakers' next scheduled game is Monday
nati Reds had 14 losses and a time all season.
against Fourth District rival Marshall County:at CCHS.
"We're focused," said Aaron
feeling that things couldn't get
Two games next week - versus Heath and Ballard
Boone, who led off the spcond,
much worse.
- have both been canceled. No replacement games have
Ken Griffey Jr. and Barry Larkin sixth and seventh innings with
yet been scheduled.
MIKE OFISTROMiLedger & Times photo
were hurt. Their pitching and homers.
II Calloway County's junior varsity squad picked up
"There's no letting up. We kind SIZING IT UP ... Calloway County's Marcy Boggess looks to put her a 4-1 victory over Graves County on Thursday. Lindsay
defense were the NL's worst, and
of have blinders on ta_things that_ bat-on--this- ball Aufing__the_ Ladttakers_
their _offense_was
'-win- over Graves County.
e in-that widest.
-Miller was the-winning
Their
new
aren't under our control. That's
strikeout.
or
a
a homer
ballpark was more than half-empty the attitude that I think this team
is starting to take."
every night.
They're still last in the NL in
One four-game sweep has startpitching and defense, but they're
ed to change things.
Aaron Boone hit three solo finding ways to overcome their
homers Thursday in an 8-6 vic- limitations. Boone hit five homers
tory over the St. Louis Cardinals in the series, going 7-for-I4 overthat completed a sweep and revived all, as the Reds played to their
strengths against a struggling
the Reds.
"We're not uncorking the cham- bullpen.
The hitters still take too many
pagne yet, but we're enjoying what
happened," manager Bob Boone big swings - the Reds lead the
said. "That's a feeling I hope they NL in both homers (54) and strikeouts (303)- but they're starting
bring to the park every day."
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP)In front of their biggest crowd to connect at just the right time.
Mike Shula certainly got Brodie,
They won the first two games
since opening day, the Reds got
Croyle's attention on his first day
their first sweep at Great Ameri- of the series on ninth-inning
as Alabama's football coach.
can Ball Park and moved into the homers._
"You can look in his eyes and
tell how hungry he is and how
much he wants this job and how
much he wants to succeed," said
Croyle, Alabama's quarterback. "That's
three-fourths of
it."
Alabama
hired Shula on
Thursday, turning to one of its
own to rebuild
a program batShula
tered by NCAA
sanctions and embarrassing scandals. The former Crimson Tide
quarterback, the son of Pro Football Hall of Famer Don Shula,
replaces Mike Price, fired Saturday for off-the-field behavior before
coaching his first game.
"He's going to make us win,"
Croyle said. "He's going to be
the backbone of this team and we're
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
going to rally around him. It's going
AHEAD OF THE PACK ... Murray High's Peggy Ray leads Calloway County's Carley to be Alabama football."
Williams (back) and a Marshall County runner during the girls 800-meter run.
The 37-year-old Shula has spent
15 years as an NFL assistant,
including the past three as the
Miami Dolphins' quarterbacks
PAUL SANCYA/AP
coach.
FULL THROTTLE ... Former Kentucky sta r Tayshaun Prince
He has no experience as a head
Long jump - 1. Lucas MathWest of the Lakes Invitational
matched his playoff high with 20 points in helping Detroit
is (M), 20-4. 2. Seth Darnell (M), coach or on a college staff.
Thursday at Murray State
"I am obviously excited about
to a Game 2 win over Philadelphia. The Pistons lead 2-0
17-11. 3. Kye Sells (C), 17-1.
GIRLS
job," Shula said. "There is a
this
(C),
7:15.
Kayla
Bazzell
6:01.
3.
Triple
jump
1.
Brandon
Team scores - Murray (M)
bright future ahead for Alabama.
400 relay - I. Calloway Coun- Wells (M), 37-11.
86.5, Calloway County (C) 45.5,
ty, 53.66.
High jump - 3. Darnell (M), ... I am thrilled to once again be
Marshall County 39.
Myatt
(C),
Kim
a part of Alabama football."
400
1.
Justin McDowell (M), 5-0 (tie).
Shot put - I. Shameka Dial
(M),
Dressler
It will surely be a tough climb
Kate
1:06.12.
2.
3,200
relay
2.
Calloway
1/2
inches.
2.
35
feet,
0
"I know a lot of people would (C),
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
for Shula, who was to be offi1:13.33.
County,
9:56.45.
29-9.
Vincent
(M),
Brandy
- Allen Iverson blamed himself say that I wouldn't adjust to the
300 hurdles- I. Mitchell (M),
110 hurdles - I. Sells (C), cially introduced during a news
Discus - I. Vincent (M), 84for Philadelphia's loss to Detroit playoff this fast, but I've gotten
conference today.
Troup (M), 53.54.
49.65.
3.
18.25.
68-2.
Andrea
Loveless
(C),
0.
2.
a lot of experience over the years
ih Game 2.
2:46. 2.
Luckily for him, he's well
I.
Ray
(M),
800
100
I.
Wells
(M),
11.43.
I.
Laura
Mitchell
Long
jump
"That game came down to Allen in college," said Prince, who played
2:47.
acquainted
with being in the shadWilliams
(C),
Carley
800 relay- I. Murray, 1:38.50.
Iverson missing two free throws," at Kentucky for.four years. "Before (M), 15-7. 2. Danielle Elliott (M),
legend. He's
coaching
27.67.
of
a
Mitchell
(M),
ows
200
1,600
I.
Sean
Covington
Iverson said after the Pistons beat that, just playing against some of 13-9.
2. Danielle Elliott (M), 29.40. 3. (C), 4:46. 2. Tyler Geib (M), 5:14. the seventh successor in 21 years
jump
1.
Lauren
ClemTriple
the 76ers 104-97 in overtime Thurs- the toughest competition in the
Katie Ross (C). 3031
3. Kris Russeati (C), 5:15.-- -. to Bear Bryant and Alabama's
.
day night. "It's as Simple as that." country got me prepared for these son (M), 27-6.
Dressler
(M),
15:14.
3,2001.
400 relay - 2. Murray, 45.96. third coach in six months.
Highjump - I. Rachel Adams
Iverson scored 31 points • but types of situations."
"He knows what it's like to
2. Lora Hopkins (C), 15:53.
400
- I. Logan Anderson (M),
4-8.
Ray
(M).
Peggy
5-0.
2.
(C),
The series, which Detroit lead
missed two free throws with a 921,600 relay - 1. Calloway 56.67. 2. Brooks Hudson (M), wear that jersey," tight end Clint
4-8.
(M),
Sexton
Sherrie
3.
90 lead and 15.1 seconds left in 2-0, moves to Philadelphia for
58.62. 3. Sam Rogers (C), 1:03.45. Johnston said.
3,200-meter relay - 2. Mur- County, 4:39. 2. Murray, 5:04.
regulation. That gave the Pistons Games 3 and 4 Saturday and SunShula, who agreed to a six300 hurdles - I'Joey Jackseconds.
28
minutes,
II
ray,
an opportunity at an improbable win day.
year deal worth $900,000 per seaBOYS
son
(M),
49.81.
I.
hurdles
meter
100'
"The way I feel is that this
without point guard Chauncey
Team scores - Murray (M)
800 - I. Covington (C), 2:06. son, is Alabama's youngest coach
17.102 seconds. 2.
Billups, and Tayshaun Prince seized game can't come fast enough," Iver- Mitchell (M),
since Frank Thomas was hired in
67,
Marshall
County
53,
Calloway
J.J. Holzapfel (C), 2:40.
2.
17.230.
3.
Troup
(M),
son said. "I had an opportunity Shard'e
it.
1931 at 33. Thomas led Alabama
County (C) 42.
I.
200
20.43.
Rashad
Troup
Lowe
(C),
(M),
Hillary
Prince made a spinning 4-foot- to put them away and I couldn't
to a national title in 1934.
I. Nathan Bazzell 23.43. 3. Rogers (C), 28.65.
Shot put
dash
1.
Adrian100-meter
er with 4.2 seconds left to force do it. I have a bad taste in my
Shula also becomes the youngest
3,200 - I. Russeau (C), 11:20.
14.05. 2. Kate (C), 43-6. 2. Cory Zirbel (M), 41overtime, then scored the first five mouth right now. I'll take the na Jackson (M),
coach in the Southeastern Con10. 3. C.J. Ray (M), 36-8.
2.
Caleb
14.10.
Roberts
(M),
14:11.
(M),
Duncan
points in the extra session and blame for this one because we
Discus - I. Zirbel (M), 1351,600 relay - I. Murray, ference. Shula's youth didn't faze
800 relay - 2. Murray, 1:54.81.
matched his playoff high with 20 did enough to win. I just didn't
athletic director Mal Moore.
98-4.
Bazzell
(C),
0.
3.
3:59.14.
(M),
1,600-meter run- I. Ray
do enough."
points.

Boone Reds finish
off four-game romp

Troubled
Tide turns
to one of
its own

MHS sweeps three-team meet
Prep Track

Pistons win in OT
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Mays top Kings 132-110

KINGS OF THE GOLF COURSE ... Taking first-place honors in last Friday's Lions Club two-person golf scramble at the Murray Country Club were O.J. Lancaster (far
left) and Darrick Herndon (second from left), who shot
12-under-par. Runners-up were Adam Carver (second
from right) and Kevin McIntosh (far right).

SportsBriefs
• PURYEAR, Tenn. — The first annual Commercial Bank Relay for Life
Four-Man Scramble will be held May 17 at Futures Golf Club. The golf tournament will begin with a shotgun start at 8 a.m.
The.entry deadfioe.is Thursday, and the $25Q entry fee per team includes
'a free lunch. Cash prizes will bp awarded to the teams that finish in first, fifth,
10th and 15th place. There will also be prizes awarded to the winners of closest-to-the-pin and longest drive contests.
For more information or to register, call 731-642-3341

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
23
11 .676 —
Montreal
21
13 .618
2
Philadelphia
20
15 .571
3 1/2
Florida
9
15
21 .417
14
New York
20 .412
9
Central Division
19
Chicago
15 .559 —
Houston
16 529
1
18
Si Louis
17
16 515
1 1/2
17
Cincinnati
21/2
18 .486
Pittsburgh
14
20 .412
5
Milwaukee
12
22 .353
7
West Division
24
San Francisco
9 727 —
7
Los Angeles
17 514
18
16
Colorado
18 .471
8 1/2
15
Arizona
20 429 10
11
San Diego
23 324 13 1/2

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
25
9 735
Boston
22 , 12 .647
3
Baltimore
16
17 .485
8 1/2
Toronto
19 .457
16
9 1/2
Tampa Bay
12
22 .353 13
Central Division
Kansas City
11
645
20
3
18
Minnesota
15 545
18 471
16
Chicago
5 1/2
9
Cleveland
24 .273 12
7
Detroit
25 219 13 1/2

Oakland
Seattle
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
13
21
21
13
16
17
15
19

.618
.618
485
441

4 1/2
6

MURRAY STATE BASEBALL
vs.
UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEEEMARTIN

DALLAS- (AP) — With some
scoring records by the Dallas Mavericks and a couple key injuries
to the Sacramento Kings. this Western Conference semifinal has taken
a dramatic turn.
The Mavericks regained the confidence lacking in a lopsided Game
1 loss by making II straight shots
in the first quarter of Game 2,
then going on a 30-7 run in the.
second quarter en route to a 132110 victory Thursday night.
Dallas set an NBA playoff record
with 83 first-half points, tied the
record for 3-pointers in a half with
11 and came within one of the
first-quarter scoring record with
44. The most impressive feat was
making 77 percent of its firstquarter shots, a figure hard to hit
alone in a gym.
Dirk Nowitzki made his first
seven and Nick Van Exel started
8-of-9. Van Exel made three straight
3-pointers during a 30-7 rim in
the second quarter and finished
with 36 points, his most ever in
a playoff game, in only 30 minutes.
"It was amazing," said Now-

itzki, who had 24 points. "We
were on such a roll."
Also Thursday night, Detroit beat
Philadelphia 104-97 in overtime
to take a 2-0 lead in the Eastern
Conference series. Play resumes
tonight in the other two series,
with San Antonio at the Los Angeles Lakers, and New Jersey at
Boston. San Antonio and New Jersey have 2-0 leads.
The Kings already were well
on their way to defeat when they
suffered two more losses — injuries
to All-Star forward Chris Webber
and guard Bobby Jackson, winner
of the NBA's Sixth Man award.
There's not much time to heal,
either, with Game 3 Saturday night
and Game 4 Sunday night.
Webber, who had 31 points,
had to be carried to the locker
room by four teammates after hurting his left knee late in the third
quarter. He later limped back to
the bench on his own.
"I just twisted it," he said. He'll
undergo an MRI exam today to
make sure.
Jackson fractured his right cheekbone in a fourth-quarter collision.

His status wasn

avail-

"Even if they aren't there, we
are still going to come out like
we did in the first game," Kings
point guard Mike Bibby said. "We
are still going to go out there and

do what we have to do to reach
our goal, and that is a championship."
Sacramento led Game 1 by as
much as 28 before winning by II.
It was the Kings' eighth win over ".
the Mays in 10 tries.

YEAH!
36 cat a Netni in Nil

HEMI POWER
IS BACK!!
at
Pepper's Chrysler, Dodge & Jeep

YSA ready to host
recreational tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray's recreational baseball
teams will battle drafted regularseason teams from throughout the
region beginning tonight when 26
teams take part in the inaugural
USSSA Purchase Area Rec Championships at Murray's Central'Park
Complex.
The USSSA-sanctioned tournament is the first of its kind in
Kentucky and is designed as'a major
fundraiser for the Murray Youth
Sports Association. The USSSA
regularly sanctions tournaments for
travel and all-star teams in Murray and throughout the country.
The 8-under division will be
dominated by Murray YSA teams
with seven of the eight competing clubs from the local league.
The competition is needed, since
local storms have kept the machine
pitch division from moving into
full swing this week.
The 10-under division features
eight teams and is evenly split

between local clubs end teams
from out of town. The guests are
from Paducah, Marshall County and
southern Illinois.
In the 14-under division, six oi
the 10 teams are from out of town.
The recreational league in Hendersonville, Tenn. registered four
teams for the division. Other visitors are from the West Kentucky
Baseball League and from Madisonville.
Pool play preliminary games
were to begin today at 5:30 p.m.
and run through around 10 p.m.
Saturday's action begins at 8:30
a.m. and runs through 10 p.m.
On Sunday, the top four teams
in each age group return for semifinals and championship contests,
with semifinals beginning as early
as noon.
Admission will be $5 for the
entire weekend. Kids 8 and under
are free.
For a complete schedule in all
age groups, visit the YSA website at www.eteamz.com/ysa.

2003 Dodge
2500 ST 5.7 Hemi
PS/PB, A/C

MORE REASONS TO CHOOSE
WHITE OUTDOOR.
Carry the Whole Eamily
In a Roomy

Dodge
Durango SLT!

Oak,
FOR 6
MONTHS'

Sat., May 10 • 100 p.m.
Sun., May 11 • 200 p.m.
REAGAN FIELD
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White Outdoor
GT 2550 Garden Tractor
• 25 HP B&S OHV V-Twin
Engine with Turbo Cooling"'
•54 CuttingDeck
• Electric PTO

90

N
U
U
N
U
N
U

$3599
.44111,P11114111111

a
UNTIL

tit :4.13042

200.It

White Outdoor
IT 1850 Lawn Tractor
• I8HPB& S Twin
Cylinder Engine with Turbo Cooling"'
• 46* furboCur" Deck with
Grease Fittings

63

MSRP S30800
4.7 V-8, auto, front k rear A/C, 3rd seat running boards
AM/FM/CD, remote keyless enrty, power seats

PER MONTH

FREE **

2099

Lambs Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
Murray
(270) 753-2925

UT/PT
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OIL CHANGES
for a Full 3 years/36,000 miles
• Purchase price includes factory & Farm Bureau
rebates deducted; taxes extra
12coupons redeemable during first 3 years of
ownership.
"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company.
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Bel-Air Center • Hwy. 641 South • 753-0440
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PER MONTH

% This Mother's Day, treat Mom to Sirloin Stockade! 'C
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2400 E. Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Classifieds
Murr• Itug., &

ADJUSTMENTS
AdverbSeeS are requested to check the first
insertion of that ads la any error Murray
Ledger A Imes will be responsible tor only one
,ncorrect inserbor Any error snout() be report
ad immediately so corrections can be made

AD DEADLINES
Monday
Frl. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.

Iiluuer F

air Housing Aet Notice

real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fall
itousmg Act which makes 11 illegal to advertise any preferense
limitabon or discrimination based on race. solot. religion. Kt
handicap familial status or national origin on intention to maknr
an) sush preferences. IIMILIFIVIIS or discrimination
State laws turbid disixmination in the sale. rental or advertising
real estate based of factors in addition to those protested under led
cral law
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate whit r.
is in violation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised art available on an equal
opportunity basis

Wed. 11 a.m.

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

For further assistance with Fair Housing Adsemsing
requirements, conta:t N AA Counsel Rene P %lam
0031648-1000.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
11'31#41PI.AY A1314
$7.25 Column Inch,60(4 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ad., Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

LINE Ant.;
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$d.75 ertes for Shopper Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide 12.50 extra for blind box ada
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

=mom
VISA
Immo'

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway
District
Court
by
Claire
Benton, Executrix of
the estate of Jack
Benton, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before the hearing set on May 19,
2003 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Roy Gene Higgins,
Administrator of the
estate of Ocie Pearl
Balentine, deceased.
Exceptions to. this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
Count I/
on or before the hearing set on May 19,
2003 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
William C. Adams III,
Administrator of the
estate of Martha Jane
Key, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before the hearing set on May 19,
2003 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A(n) final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Rosebud George and
Jennifer Crouse, CoExecutrix of the estate
of Rollie E. Kelley,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be

Estate of: Frances-R. Estate of: Edith Faye
Myers, 820 Crossland Swisher,
558
Road, Murray, KY Waterway Trail, New
The following estate 42071; #03-P-00129; Concord, KY 42076;
fiduciary
appoint- Fiduciary: Betty Ann #03,P.-00126;
Fidments have been Rogers, 2051 Watson uciary:
Juanita
made in the Calloway Road, Murray, KY Maulding,
532
Appointed: Waterway Trail, New
County District Court. 42071;
28,
2003; Concord, KY 42076;
All claims against April
these estates should Attorney: Sid Easley, Appointed: April 28,
be filed with the fidu- 204 South 6th Street, 2003; Attorney: Sid
ciary
within
six Murray, KY 42071.
Easley, 204 South 6th
months of date of
Street, Murray, KY
Estate of: Katie Inell 42071.
qualification.
Furgerson, 4009 Radio Estate of: Shellie
Estate of: Flossie Road, Dexter, KY Mason Crass, 1608 N.
Jones Mercer, 1000 42036; #03-P-00130; 16th St. Lot 12,
Byron Murray, KY 42071;
Main Street, Murray, Fiduciary:
Fargersoni #03-P-001317----- FidKY 42071; #03xP- Junior
00125; ' Fiduciary: 2739 State Rt. 94W, uciary:
Maxine
• Charles W. Mercer 'Murray, KY 42071; McLemore, 413 N. 4th
MD, 3538 Talahi Appointed: May 05, St.,
Murray, KY
Drive, Knoxville, TN 2003; Attorney: J. 42071;
Appointed:
37919;
Appointed: Ronald Jackson, P.O. May 5,2003;Attorney:
April
23,
2003; Box 7603, Paducah, Michael M. Pitman,
- KY 42002-7603.
Attorney: N/A.
P.O.
Box
1075,
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

Murray, KY 42071

Estate of: Bura M.
Edwards, 3317 State
Route 121 N., Murray,
KY 42071; #03-P.S•
.
County District Court Helen M. Edwards/
on or before the hear- Semann, 500 East
ing set on May 19, Scotland
Drive
2003 at 11:00 a.m.
Irving, TX 75062
Vicki Wilson, Appointed: April 28
Circuit Court Clerk 2003; Attorney: N/A
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Notict

Korey,
My dearest little angel, although its
been five years without you by our
sides the heartache we feel has not subsided. There isn't a day that goes by that
we don't think about you and wish you
were here. You were the sunshine in all
our lives - our ray oflight that will never
go dim. Whenever we are in trouble we
can always say a prayer to you in heaven
and know you'll listen. You were "our little man." You were wise beyond your
years. If we were sad about anything you
always came over and comforted us in
your own way,a hug,a kiss or you would
do something to make us smile. You were
a beautiful child. A part of us is gone,
never to be replaced. We'll never forget
you and the joy you brought to our lives.
We miss you.
We love you "our little man" and we
always will.
Love,
Daddy, Mommy,& Sissy
Nan & Nendaddy Cunningham
, Nanny Chadwick
020

Lost and Found

Notice
CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Great Graduation or
Mother's Day Gift
Call now to purchase
759-4938
PRESEASON pool pass
now on sale at Murray Cal,
toway County Park 900
Payne St. Preseason Sale
through May 16th. For in
formation call 753-0325
SAMMONS Bakery
Cakes Are Back
A variety of sizes and flavors at reasonable prices
Call today for your special
occasion Don't forget our
delicious
Donuts and
Hamburgers on Homemade Buns
753-5434
974 Chestnut Street
Mon-Fn 5AM-2PM
WANTED for media research; Any person who
took video/ photos of rodeo at MSU on Jan 24/5
2003 Please contact Jay
or Skip 0 1-800-873-0933

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Sin's You Pick
Strawberries
Union Ridge Church Rd
OffofHwy68behind
Beim's Daily Bar
inAutora
44
STRAWBERRIES
You pick, hand picked
Copeland Orchard
Mayfield
623-8312

r

FOUND Dog Cream and
Gray color, female Malamute Husky type around
and
Olive
12th
on
05/03/03 Call 753-0159
leave message.

Hazel Spring Trash Pickup
May 12, 13 and 14
As in previous pick ups, all items must be
placed along the street in front of residential
property, not more than 20 feet the edge of
the street. The contractor will pick up the
following: appliances,furniture,scrap metal,
bundled limbs and brush, lawn clippings,
etc. The Contractor will not pick up: old
tires, batteries, hazardous waste of any
kind, household garbage (food), used oil, etc.
This is an annual service paid for from the
general fund of the city of Hazel. This service is provided to residential property ONLY
and is not meant to be a substitute for regular household trash removal. Business and
industrial waste is not included in this pick
up.
City of Hazel
492-8872

.
icteital•oocsoctaltctctoosco
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charlie Miller
Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY

Picking Tuesdays,Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 1st Until Season End
Hours 8 o.m..1 p.m.
4p.m.•6p.m.
270-753-5410

STRAWBERRIES

020

ledger a Times
ClistIllsilt

270-753-1916
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PARIS FLEA MARKET
Open every Saturday & Sunday 9:00-5:00. Many products to choose from: Arts & Crafts, Woodworking,
Photography. Paintings, Picture Framing, Bath & Body
Products, Jewelry, Office Furniture & Supplies. Tools
(New & Used) Wrought Iron, Avon (by Independent
Representative), Catfish (both live & dressed), Dixie
Outfitters T-shirts, NASCAR, Lamps (floor & table
models), Christian 1-Shirts, Sports Cards, Ceramics,
Candles, License Plates. Shoes & boots, Personalized
Stepping Stones. etc. If you have been looking for The
Right Stuff, we have it, so come on over and browse,
Ncrost from Hampton Inn on Hwy. 79. New vendors
welcome call 731-641-0872.

1Y'S ll• 41( ,
,E•PICK STR
RR
753-8697
or
759-8858

a N.j U'
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Korey Dan Chadwick
6/17188-5/8/98
"Our Little Man"

1
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6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd.

REWARD $50.00.
Missing (Two) 5 month old
Beagle Pups in the area of
College Farm Rd. Very
much loved pets by the
name of Sassy & Maggie.
If you have any information please call Torn Clendenen. 759-9644 or 2931434.
FOUND Around Midway.
Adult Collie 753-0804
060
Help Wanted
DOCTORS Assistant/Receptionist. Duties include:
Scheduling, Pretesting &
Filing Insurance. Benefits
include: Full Insurance,
401K & profit sharing. Call
753-2195 to set up appointment
ACCOUNT Manager for
busy Benton physician office. Responsible for over
all Billing, Posting Payments and working denials. Competitive salary.
Call Wendy (270) 5272560.
DRIVERS
No loading just driving.
Earn up to 38c cpm. No
Loading or Unloading, No
Forced NE or Canada.
Guaranteed Home Policy,
2000 or .newer Conventionals. 1 yr OTR exp., 23
yrs old. Class A CDL
w/HazMat required. 0/0'S
and small feights welcome. $1500 Sign-on Bonus $500 w/Ist dispatch
Limited Time Only. PTL 1800-848-0405
FOREMAN Position:
Rolling Hills Nursery is
looking an experienced
and skilled crew foreman.
This job will include the
construction of landscape
planting beds, brick patios,
and retaining walls along
with water gardens. The
responsibilities will include
the operation of small
equipment, medium sized
trucks, and hand tools, as
well as the maintenance of
this equipment. A clean
motor vehicle record is a
must and seasonal Saturday work is required
resume. •
POSIIID"
ILLE
.ensurate with
experience and paid holiday with other benefitc are
available

4
•
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted
NOTICE

The City of Murray has the following jot
opportunity
Position:

Dispatcher

Department:

Police

Salary:

per hour minimum
salary for the position
(depending on training
and experience) plus
benefits
$9.21

Additional Requirements: Must be at least
21 years of age and have a high school diploma or G.E.D.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, life insurance, retirement
plan, longevity, wellness plan, sick, vacation
and personal days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the
City-Clerk's office located-in-City-Hall at404
N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Friday, May 16, 2003.
Drug screening will be required of
successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Membership Coordinator, WIEMS-FM,
Murray State University. Full-time, nontenure track position to begin July, 2003.
Qualifications: Must have Bachelor's degree;
experience with fundraising methods and
techniques, including direct marketing;
experience with customer service and knowledge of and proficiency with spreadsheets
and database applications. Knowledge of
public broadcasting and previous radio experience preferred. Responsibilities: Define,
develop, and direct membership fundraising
operations necessary to meet operational
and bang-term capital needs. Application
Deadline: May 19, 2003. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, with three references, and three writing samples, along with
an audio self-introduction on cassette or CD
to: WKMS Membership Search, 2018
University Station, Murray, KY 42071.
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
MIFID AA employer.

THE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2001
NOW HIRING
Managers, Servers and Kitchen help.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
thru Friday, 2-4 prr
i.;_fy,

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for 2nd
Shift LPN's. If you are looking for a
rewarding career in geriatric care.
please
apply
in
person
at
Britthaven of Benton Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE

PAINTER needed in Murray area. Experience preferred, start immediately.
Integrity Employment Solutions. 1-888-547-6218.

UPSCALE Specialty Store.
Retail Sales Experience
Helpful. Part-time. Apply
to: P.O. Box 1040 I Murray, KY 42071

Check us out on the Web!

060
Help Wanted
GREEN Acres is currently
hiring for the following positions
'Full-time RN/LPN 2p-10p
•Full-time RN/LPN 6p-6a
every wk end work 12 hrs
a day, get pd for 16 hrs
•F ull-time CNA 2p-10p and
10p-6a
All interested individuals
apply in person.
GROUNDS Keeper needed at Lakeside Campground
some maintenance experience helpful
Apply Monday-Friday only.
Call between 8am to 5pm
Only. 354-8157
HELP needed for Grounds
keeping at resort Call Joe
4.3.6.:2345
LEAD Guitar Player for
Working/ Project Band
Call Eric after 6pm
753-6170

Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th Murray
ELECTRIC
heaters, air
conditioners, used carpeting,
refrigerators
and
stoves 753-4109
RUNNING or not!
Air Conditioners
436-5746
150
Articles
For Sale
ABOVE ground swimming
pool 27 foot, 4 years old,
purchased $4,500. asking
$1,800. 489-6180

GOING out of Business
Sale. Everything reduced
LOOKING for EXPERI- to go, Bargins Galore.
ENCED Tree Trimmer. ExGeorge Hodge
perienced only. Call 753806 Coldwater Road
8191
LOCAL CHANNELS
MRS. Kim's Daycare now Now you can get the Paaccepting applications for ducah DMA local network
Full & Part time Teachers channels on Dish Network
for new 2nd location in Satellite TV System For
Hardin. Pick up applica- more information call 759tions at 3975 U.S. Hwy 0901 or toll free 877-72E641 North, Murray.
4077
767-0791
NEWLY built 8x12 storage
immediately
NEEDED
building. Great price
maintenance $7.00 per
489-6117
hour non negotiable. 40 POOL table, excellent conhours a weak. Apply at dition 489-2068 after 5'00
Hilldale Apts in Hardin. RIDING Lawn Mower, 42"
437-4113 EOE
grass catcher. 354-9394
NOW accepting applica- TOP soil- we will load. Call
tions for a service station 753-9274
Mechanical
attendant.
155
knowledge helpful. Apply
Appliances
in person at Max's 641 CitSouth 12th street
go
Large Selection
QUALitY part-time housekeepers for weekend Resort cleaning. Must be dependable. Call 436-2345

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

Experienced
Gutter Installer
Needed
In Murray Area

On the Square
753-1713

*WASHER/DRYER. excellent condition. $195 both
or $115 each.
•Dishwasher, built in type,
Apply in person
excellent condition. $95
1604 State Route
•Microwave, above range
type. $75.
-121 North
Ken 753-3155
160
SMALL Company needs 1
Home Furnishings
full-time OTR driver, home
weekends, some week2,500 BEDDING, Furniture, and
Average
days.
miles. $650.00/week. Also Roll-A-Way beds on Sale!
need 1 part-time driver .
Carraway Furniture
Must have 2 years OTR
753-1502
experience, 25 years old, SOFA & oversized chair
and no accidents. Call with Ottoman. Sage green
(270 767-0191.
floral. Like new, 2 yrs old.
090
$375. 753-4510
Domestic 8 Childcare
190
Farm Equipment
A-1 House Cleaning Call
Linda 759-9553
•8FT Disc Mower
Will •83 F-350 box bed 11pt
EXPERIENCED:
clean up after new con- •83 Toyota Pick-up
struction. remodeling, be753-9075
fore and after renters,
195
floors, windows, etc.
Heavy Equipment
Valerie 436-5914
HIGHER Praise Childcare
*DOZERS -Case 1150B
Learning Center.
motor, low hrs. Paint and
Lowest rates in town.
U.C. good. $11,000 OBO.
Scholarship Assistance
•Cat 7DE Strong paint and
available soon.
U.C. good, mechanically
Christian Educational
sound $25,000 OBO.
Environment
04850 MFWD JO.- 2 10 yd
Hwy 641 N.
Reynolds- mechanically
(270) 753-2777.
sound- 2 to choose from.
MOTHER of 3 year old $50.000/Train OBO.
would like to baby sit in
270) 489-6269.
own home. Cheaper than
day care, in home environMobile Home Lots For Sale
ment, lives on Ridgewood
Dr. Call 767-0143
NOTICE
MRS. Kims Too Daycare
Trailer site for rent. Shade
now accepting enrollments
for our new location in trees, yard to play in,
Hardin. To enroll your child Country living. $100.00
h all 753-9075.
please call 767-0791 or
come by the Murray location.
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

1975 12x70 Atlantic mo
bile home. 3br. 1 1/2 bath
washer, dryer, refrigerator
Call between 8am- 8pm
(270)753-6241

1984 Champion 14x60
$5,000
OBO
Call
(270)382-2642
Want to Buy
1993 16x80 Buccaneer, 3
Bedroom, 2 Bath, recently
WANTED: Riding Mowers
remodeled, excellent conthat need work. 436-2867
dition. $11,900 753-7901

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mobiie Homes For Sale

320
Apartments For Rent

2 BR Mobee Home $1,000
OBO Coleman RE
759-4118

NICE 2br furnished apt
C/H/A Close to MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

98 Belmont spacious
3 Bedroom 2 Bath, Excellent condition Call 7673660 or 492-6229 ask for
Stacey

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

CLAYTON Mobile Home
3BR, 2 Bath For more information call 753-0980 after 500 pm

VERY nice Duplex 2BR
2 bath carport Available
July 1st 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES
Double Wides &
Single Wides

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, C/H/A, Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174

270-437-4608
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Lake Properly

EASTSIDE

1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.

STORAGE

VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905

99 Mazda 626, 71,800
miles Asking $6,000 753
0736 or 293-3158

119 Main • 753-6266
380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.

1505 Diuguid DriNe • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours'8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
HILLDALE APARTMENTS
is now taking applications for

2 & 3 bedroom apartments.
No credit check, lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You ma
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY.

(270) 437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833
ext. 287

LI

IBA newly decorated.
some utilities paid no
Livestock & Supplies
pets W/D available $230
monthly 767-9037
2 Bedroom Brick Duplex
TRACTOR and
TVA approved, very ecoStock/Horse Trailer
nomical. C/H/A, mowing 1998 Holland 56 hp 4835
and appliances furnished, tractor, dual remotes. like
no pets Lease & deposit new (80 hr) $18,900
required Call 753-7185
1999 Sooner stock/horse
w/living quarters, in2 Bedroom Duplex, C/H/A, trailer
sulated,
heat/air, applianMD, no pets, $368.00
ces, storage Top condip/mo (615) 907-4955.
tion $15,500
Call for either.
2BR NEAR MSU
270-759-5379
Coleman RE 759-4118
430

[

Real Estate

4br, Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118

FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St ,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ month Call
753-1970. Leave MesSAW. Equal Housing Opportunity.

David

Borders

Phone (270)767-0313
(2701527-7176

COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

'Lainb
Tree Service
270-753-2555
800-611-6854
- Full Line of Equiptneitt

Tom ‘5VANCE
CONTRACTING

GENERAL
767-9036

°

0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roo:ing and Skylights

a.
CC

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

GREEN
CONSTRUCTION
AGC Insured

(270)436-5594

Over 34 Years

To.,,
Treor
RO

Established With All
Insurance Companies
30 YRS. EXPERIENCE
Located Behind
Brandon Auto World

U.

•

Knocrf
CARPfl&FLI IR COVERING
riazf• •
>Hwy 641-1-1/Mies Sale of Murray to Tom Tayfor Rosa Right 15011pr:1s
5CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET

Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Specializing In Shingles,
Metal. Wood Shake and
Rubber Roofing
New, Tear Offs, Recovers
10 Years Experience

853-1172
THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
Murray
www thegoldentouch us
hauling,
A
affordable
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters, junk. tree
work. 436-5141.
A-1
All around Tree Work
436-2867

*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner
(2 7 0)7 5 3 • 6 4 9 1

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194

753-5827

PLUMBING Repair all
types, _ including Water.
Heaters and Well Pumps.
Home. 753-2855. Cell
339-4656.

753-8100
Rotobrush

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645

4

AIR DUCT SYSTEM CLEANING
Rid Your Ducts of
The kotovision Video Inspection System allows you to see
trouble spots and verifies that the job was done right.
Rot,4,t-H -l7 an also improve the efforIL-1,
HVAC system

'sir

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing.
Metal rubber shingles 14
proffessional
prompt&
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

Roods Thornton Ntg. & Air
:fern Kentiocke For Ooer Thip.
Serrine The Poi ' '4 We,
802 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY • 753-8181
ALL CARPENTRY
Homes, add on's,
garages,
pole barns, decks,
vinyl siding.
Home & Mobile Home
repair.
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353
ALL Storm Damage
Claims Welcome.
Morris Home
Improvement
759-4599
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging-Tilling.
(270)436-5277.

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

CLAY'S Mowing
Mulching & More
Days 871-7340
Nights 762-0040
CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks, Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619
DOZER
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract.
Contact at 270-753-9503

T&D Lawn Service
Tree and Shrub Trimming
Other services available
Quality service at
affordable prices
Call for free estimate
753-0462 or 395-9915

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

Tobacco & Supplies

David's Home
Improvement

Visa & Masteraid Ac,-epted

CAN do Electric and Controls, Circuit Cards
repaired or rebuilt, Control
Systems, Trouble Shooting, Built,
Poultry Producers, Green
Houses, Nurseries or Light
Industry.
Call (270) 376-5142.
Cell (270) 748-7574
Cecil McLeod's
Lawn mower repair
753-9814

731-247-5422

BURLEY lbs for sale o
trade_ $4 50 per lb. Call at
ter 7pm. 753-5010

1

GARAGE

SALE
I

GOODIES

1

BIG FIRST TIME MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
121 South 2 miles to
Lynnwood Estates
Follow Signs
Saturday 8 a.m.-?
shop clean out, redecorating clean
out, some new silver jewelry, 14 ft. enclosed
utility trailer, 5 year old riding lawn mower,

1003 VESA CLASSiCI

Antique

Let your graduate know how proud you_arv_oftheit
achievements by placing your graduation line 16 be
published in our Graduation Tab on May 22. 2003

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out garage,
gutters, junk & tree work
436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimate's

•Quick Drying

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

Dust Mites • Dirt Debris • Mold • Pollen

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

*Carpets •Furrtiure
•Emergency water
removal
-Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair

Quality Body Work & Painting
Domestic and Imports
All Work Guaranteed

7
a7
x,
pe28n e
WE
DO!
8 Visit Our Showroom Today

Watson
Roofing

Services Offered

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

LINN'S
BODY SHOP

•

CC

LAWN Mowing
and tnmming
753-5476
LAWN Mowing,
Mulching &
Bushogging.
(Day) 489-2533
(Night) 753-8588

All Types of New & Remodeling Construction
Concrete. Floors. Decks'

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

Total

2000 Hyundai Tiburon,
4 cyl., 5-speed. all options,
32K, $10,000 753-0799

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5•Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

CERAMIC TILE•COMP. TILE•VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Dependable Lawn Care Service

1999 Ducat', M750, Carbon fiber, 8K
miles,
$6,500 753-0799
2001 300 EZ Honda 4
Wheeler, excellent condiLQ11_345,2042_
YZ 80 looks & runs great
5800.00. 753-2410'
490
Used Cars

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types
Call )270) 519-8570(celli
753-5848
Donald Simrntns
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry. carpentry No job too
small (7311247-3015
HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds, carport atics
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HOUSE WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974
JOE'S Mower repair.
Pickup/delivery
436-2867
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we haul almost anything from Attics to Barns
& Yard Waste, odd jobs,
Senior
Discounts
(270)489-2583

www.greenconstcome.com

1986 Crest Houseboat 46'
100hp Comm. Johnson
753-2775 • 731-694-1284
480 hr., 3500 Honda GenCall For Free Estimates
erator.
See
Cypress
Spring Marina, Slip 30
$18,900. (731)772-9880.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
CARPORTS Starting at
780-2226
Tilling- Blade Work$675. installed. Roy Hill
Bushhogging
(270)436-2113.
Free Estimates
2002-LOWE R-2070
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
HYDRO CLEAN
-Aluminum Boat, Factory
Phone 270-492-6159
FOR Sale By Owner: 3
Pressure Washing
Camouflage, Rt. side conCell 270-293-0163
Bedroom. L.R
K&D.R
Exterior Cleaning
w/windshield
&
sole
Area, 1 Bath, combined
Vinyl, Brick. Decks,
gauges, live well. preLAWNS mowed
utility room garage. Please
wired for Trolling motor, Driveways, roofs & More.
Call 489-2989
only serious inquiries
Free Estimates.
Built in gas tank, very
(770) 382-5047.
Stephen Alexander
huge & safe River Boat,
NEED Help Moving?
270-527-7595.
HOUSE FOR SALE In still under factory warranty.
(270) 354-6473
Hatdin, Kentucky on quiet, 2002 Lowe Trailer
secluded street. City wa- -Hydraulic brakes, spare_
ter, cable, paved street (Factory Warrhnty)
2+acres. nice
shaded 2002 Yamaha 115TLRA
yard with productive Pe- •Powertec stainless prop.
Lawn Care
can trees. Two bedroom, factory warranty. Boat &
*Mowing
*New
Lawn Establishment
large living room, utility Motor has less than 25
room. Call 753-4199 or Hrs. Asking $15,000 OBO
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
436-2009
527-1698 to inquire.

WONDERFUL
Condo3/2/1, Owner leaving state.
must sell quick 753-1150
470
Motorcyclei è Awl

Wiggins Furniture

Qualit References Available

270-437-4838

76 Savage. 75 Johnson
759-8127

in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

BEAUTIFUL New lake
front Condo with pool. 2br,
2 bath, all appliances, private patio. 80 ft dock, carport and storage unit.
Great location. 8 miles fro
Murray. Must move quickly_ Asking price is a steal.
$89,900.
Call 270-436-6310

VERY unique 5,000 sq ft.
home for sale on 2 acre
wooded lot in Kirksey
area White fence surrounds property_ Loft, 31:W
3 bath upstairs. Master BR
suite downstairs. Formal
LR, DR, Office, Breakfast
RM, Great-RM, Kitchen,
Utility, Bathr by 3 car garage. Cathedral ceilings, 2
gas logs w/ custom built
mantles, 8 ceiling fans
Hardwood/ Tile. Must see
all the extras. Call 4892765 for viewing.

#1 & #2 available

LOTS FOR SALE

Boats & Motors

26 gauge

in stock

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

room, breakfast nook.
ceilings,
large
bonus room, overcathedral
storage
area,
Pella windows,
sized garage with
2x6 walls, paved drive, storage building on a
beautiful lot with mature trees. $179,900.
489-2883 leave message, or 559-3311.
3BR, 2 Bath located in
Preston Heights. For more
information call 753-0980
after 5:00 p.m

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 &

•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

2-1/2 bath, formal dining

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118

'98 Stepside Sonomi
489-6117

manufacture Buy direct.

by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
*Brick .All External Cleaning

1990 Jeep Comanche Pio
neer Pick-up Truck, runs
well, $800.00 or make offer. Call 753-9783 after
4:00 p.m. or leave message.

2003 Silverado LS, loaded, 3,800 miles 559-7092

Rpfing Metal
We n

We Specialize in Cleaning, -

Used Trucks

1999 Chevy Silverado Ext.
cab Z71, off road package,
4x4, 4.8 L, V-8. pewter exterior, gray interior, 3rd
door, AM/FM/CD, keyless
entry with security system,
alloy wheels, power everything, 66K miles. price
$16,750 OBO. 759-1021

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
removal stump
grinding firewood Insured 489-2839

Trimming,

Order

600

Rouse & 5 acres on Airport Road. 3 bedroom.

2 Bedroom Duplex apartment. 909 Story Avenue
on quiet dead end street JACK Russell puppies for
Appliances
furnished, sale. 7 weeks old. Males
Central gas heat and air. only. Please call (270)492Available June 1_ No pets. 8575 or 270-492-8158.
deposit required.
Call 753-7185.

Mmaca•
Asee•Whle

David's Cleaning
Services

97 2dr Chevy Cavalier,
103,xxx
miles,
Runs
Great' Must Sell $3,000
OBO 753-09S3

Neon Beach
Mini-Storagc

1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU House 3 & 4
bedroom. 753-1252 or
753-0606.

Your Home Inipmetneht Headquarters

Used Cars

BEAUTIFUL 5 BR 2 Bath 1995 Ford Taurus Station
Home on Cypress Creek
Wagon, all power equip
4BR, bath and kg liv rm Original owner, Michelin
up stairs 1 BR Den kitch- tires, 76K miles, exc conen & am din room, down dition inside & out $4.350
stairs Lg enclosed boat (731) 642-4627.
house, can hold 4 boats 1998 Acura TL 2.5, 76,000
plus pontoon Lg Swim- miles, Immaculate condiming dock Call between tion $13,000 (270) 7538 00 AM- 10 00 PM PH 5413
(731 232-8320
2001 Ford Mustang, V-6,
23.000 miles. Leather, in
Lots For Sale
dash multi disc cd changer, all power equipment,
1-ACRE lot in restricted traction control, tinted winWiswell Manor. Southwest dows, factory warranty,
of Murray Level and ready mineral gray with dark
charcoal interior $13,995
to build on $15,000
firm. (270) 761-1421
753-8563
BEAUTIFUL Building Site 2001 Grand Am, 2-dr.
9 6 acrea in Coldwater. loaded, 42K. $6,950
(270) 527-3278
Call 767-0261
COMMERCIAL Lots for
94 Lincoln Mark VIII
sale. B-3 Zone 206 & 208
Black, gray leather,
E. Poplar. One block east
loaded, 77,xxx miles
of 4th & Poplar. Phone ri
Nice car
Call after 6.00 753-2848
on si ns
94 LS 400, White, 149,xxx
miles, mint condition. 7534663 9-5 M-F.

2 Bedroom. 2 Bath, 5
3 BR, 1 BA house 505
miles south of murray
Pine $400 monthly Avail492-8488
able June 1
EXTRA nice 16x80 2BR,
759-5073.
2 Bath on private lot, close 4 BR, 1 BA house $495
to town & schools Alt ap- monthly 301 N 5th
pliances furnished $425 759-5073
month + deposit 753-7930 4BR, 1 BA house 1622 520 Carlton Rd. Murray,
KY. Call Sandra Paschall
or 293-1761
Farmer $600 monthly
(615 673-0643
300
Available August 1
Business Rentals
759-5073
COUNTRY 2 1/2br, room
OFFICE Space For Lease, for horses, C/H/A. $450
1 1/2 Story, 5 BR. Frame
2 Rooms $225.00 Olive riluc depocit 759-0997
Branch Realty 293-3232
FOR rent: 3br, 2 bath, 2 House. Gilbert & 3rd
KY.
Hazel,
310
car garage home. Newly Street.
Want To Rent
per $18,000.489-2174, 489$500
remodeled
month, $500 deposit. No 2363.
1344 West Broadway,
BUSINESS man & family pets. 759-1566
moving to area, needing a QUALITY Houses and Mayfield, newer home,
3 or 4 Bedroom, 2 bath Apartments available for 3BR, 2 Bath. attached 2
home to rent (606) 451- lease. Call BS Rentals at car garage, 1,680 sq ft.
condition.
perfect
759-4696 or 435-4632
1073
$105,000. Call (270) 328320
8777 www.81x.corn/York
Apartments For Rent
Storage Rentals
shires/HouseForSellMayfieldKentucky.
1 Bedroom apartments, al
1628 Olive Street, 2 Bedappliances at the Oaks CREEKVIEW STORAGEroom, close to university.
520-$40 On Center Drive
Apartments Coleman RE
Behind Tom's Grille
436-5085. 559-5943
759-4118
759-4081
2 Bedroom House w/shop
1 Bedroom furnished or
759-8127
unfurnished. low utilities,
Lock
MURRAY Store and
no pets. reference + depresently has units availa- 2BR, 1Ba house, plus 2
posit required 753-3949
$27,000 OBO.
ble 753-2905 or 753- 1br apts.
1 OR 2br apts. near down- 7536.
603 Vine St. 435-4035.
town Murray starting at
BRICK 3br,.. 2 full bath.
$200/mo. 753-4109.
Martin Heights Subdivision
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
5142,500. 759-0049
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
ALL SIZE UNITS
Wednesday, Friday
AVAILABLE
Phone 759-4984
753-3853
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD a1-800-648-6056
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Deadline for letters is
May 19th at 5 p.m. Cost
is $8 per message.
No more than 20 words.

Michael
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.
Good luck to you.
Love,
Morn & Dad

School logo v•ill he
placed in ad.
For more information call
75349/6 and ask.for
Tammy or Jill

gaR&TIMES

good push mower, deities, toys, children's
items, lots of stuff. We've got it all!

17
.

ESTATE SALE
1656 College Terrace
May 9th and 10th • 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Six piece queen cherry bedroom suite, two twin
bedroom suites, bedspread/comforter sets and
misc. linens, lamps, tables, pictures, dining and
living room furniture, sewing machine w/Cabinet, china, glassware, misc. antique and vintage dishes, washer/dryer, tools, old books and
magazines, 27-inch Sony console TV, L.P.
records.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

New survey says Americans put adulthood at age 26
YARD SALE

GARIAGE
SALE

1503 Chaucer Drive
Sat.• 8 a.m.-1 p .m.
New Items and Markdowns
Clothes, women, mens, & children's,
dishes, attic items, books, Christmas
items, pictures, curtains, free washer,
lovely walnut antique bed, marble top
dresser, wool oriental 9x12 rug.

MOVING
SALE

MOVING
YARD SALE

3 Family

Sat May 10th
4397 Radio Rd
Dexter
Some furniture.
treadmill, freezer
bar stools, ladder
back chairs, SCUM('
tools and lots of
clothes (large sizes I
lots Of miSc

Van Cleave Rd.
Sat., May 10
7:30 a.m. - ?
Furniture, toys,
kids & young
adult clothes,
many other items.
indoor

PACK 37
YARD SALE
Support Summer
Camp
Park Pavilion
8th & Payne
Sat. 8 am-4 pm
Clothes $1.00 a bag,
crafts, books, toys.
misc , homemade
goodies, Mother's
Day gift baskets .

GARAGE SALE
1616 Ryan Ave.
Murray. KY
Saturday
6:30 a.m.- ?
Fishing tackle,
rods & reels, camp
stov_e Coleman
lantern & other
things stored in
garage

YARD SALE
Sat., May 9th
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Creekview Storage
Center Drive
(Behind Tom's Grille)
Lots of stuff,
furniture, glassware,
antique booth
clean out.
Cancelled if rain.

YARD SALE

1508 Cardinal Dr.
Saturday Only
6:30 a.m. - ?
Lots of home decor.

2 seated stroller,
men, women &
children's.clothing
much niore.

TENT SALE

YARD SALE

823 S. 4th St.
Saturday
(Cancel if rain)
7 a.m.-6 p.m.

Corner of South
16th St.
(Wiswell Rd.)
and Oakhill Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Furniture,
glassware,
clothes. dishes

Household, music,
lorirs, toysJiliedk
knacks, to much to
list. Come see!

MOVING
SALE

MOVING
SALE
8393 St. Rt. 121 N
(Coldwater)
May 9th thru
May 16th
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Lots of old
Earnhardt collectibk
pieces. glassware
some furniture
what nots.

reach true adulthood.
Robert Billingham, an associate professor of
human development and family studies at
Indiana University, said the trend of delayed
adulthood can be partly explained by society's
emphasis on attending college. And, he Said, as
more people pursue postgraduate studies to find
jobs, traditional adult activities are likely to be
postponed even longer.
The new data is based on findings from the
research center's 2002 General Social Survey, an
ongoing poll of American adults that began in
1972 and which Smith oversees. Nearly 1,400 of
those surveyed last year were asked to answer the
questions about adulthood.
They were asked to rate the importance of
seven stages of transition into adulthood — from
attaining financial independence to getting married and having children. They also were asked to
specify the ages at which those stages should be
achieved.
For categories other than marriage and having
children, the average ages were: financially independent, age 20.9; not living with parents, age
21.2; full-time employment, age 21.2; finishing
school, age 22.3; and being able to support a family, age 24.5.

In terms of ranking each categories importance, the report found that completing an education was most valued with 73 percent of those
surveyed calling it an "extremely important" step
in achieving adulthood.
The remainder of the transitions followed:
being employed full-time, 61 percent; supporting
a family,60 percent; being financial independent,
47 percent; living independently of parents, 29
percent; being married, 19 percent; and having a
child, 16 percent. The percentages in the survey
had a margin of error of 3 percentage points.
Those younger than 30 were the least likely to
rank being married or having children as importapt criteria for being an adult. .
Grvit Lammersen, a 27-year-old San
FranCiscan, said it's true that his generation feels
less pressure to get married and have kids — perhaps, he said, because so many of their parents
are divorced.
"I don't think those factors are important in
defining yourself as an adult," said Lammersen,
who is single and works, in commercial real
estate.
When it comes to marriage and even buying a
house, he said, "There's more of an attitude that
'It'll happen when it happens."

Parents under investigation in high school hazing

TWO FAMILY
YARD SALE

2320 Bethel Rd.
641 N. turn at
Wiggins Furniture
94E turn Happy
Holiday, follow
signs
May 9 & 10
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Something
for everyone

YARD SALE
500 4th Street
Hazel
Sat., May 10
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Rain or Shine
No Early Birds
Please
End Tables,
Clothes, Misc.

Thurs May 8th
Fn., May 9th
Sat.. May 10th
4015 Murray Paris
Road
7 a.m.
Kerosene lamps,
2 microwaves,
2 trailers, bells.
Too much to list

CHICAGO (AP) -- The law may imply that
you're a grown-up when you're old enough to
vote, serve in the military or drink legally. But
most Americans really think adulthood begins at
age 26, according to a new study from the
University of Chicago.
The study said most people don't consider a
person grown up until they finish school, get a
full-time job and start raising a family.
Tom W. Smith, who authored the study, said
Thursday the results are a sign that society has
accepted what researchers have long called an
"extended adolescence."
"There's a much more gradual transition (to
adulthood) than was traditionally there," said
Smith, a -polling expert at the University of
Chicago's National Opinion Research Center.
Take marriage, for example. In the 1950s, the
most common age for brides was 18.
"In 2003, when you hear about an 18-year-old
bride, the first thing you say is, 'Boy that's
unusual — and boy, that person should've waited,— Smith said.
According to those surveyed, the average age
someone should marry was 25.7, and the age for
having children was 26.2. Most respondents considered parenthood the final milestone needed to

1618 Magnolia
Saturday
Furniture, kitchenware, bookshelves,
children's clothes,
toys. sewing supplies. Everything
Must Go!

NORTHBROOK, Ill.(AP) — A
videotaped hazing in which high
school girls were pummeled and
showered with feces, paint and
garbage has humiliated and
shocked students and administrators at a suburban Chicago high
school that once enjoyed a prestigious.reputation.
"It's devastating to 08f-SCh001
and to our community's,. said
GlenbrookNorth High Principal
Michael Riggle.
Authorities are trying to determine whether parents supplied
beer and some of the filth.
"It's annoying and embarrassing, because there are a lot of good
people at GBN,"junior Judd Hack,
17, said Thursday. "But it shouldn't be covered up either, because
ihic is brutalityti nnth
being by drunken buffoons."
The melee, videotaped by students and involving as many as
100 teenagers, occurred Sunday
during a girls' touch football game
in a park in this well-to-do suburb.
Seniors had invited juniors for
what was described as an initiation
into their senior year.
Five girls were hospitalized,
including one who broke an ankle
and another who suffered a cut that
required 10 stitches in her head.
Cook County Forest Preserve
District police said Thursday that
they probably will file criminal
charges.
Spokesman
Steve

Mayberry said he did not know the
charges or how many people might
be charged.
Two parents might have supplied kegs of beer, said school
board member Tom Shaer.
The
students
apparently
arranged the event in secret, taking
pains to Make sure school administrators.who suspected'the -girls
were Praiiiiing -"something — did
not find out the time and place.
"We have determined the kids
had a network of cell phones,
pagers, text messages and Internet
instant messages to keep each
other informed," Shaer said.
For years, students at the school
of more than 2,000 students have
held a "powder puff' football
game as a rite of passage for
incnming-Seniars
Shaer said ip the past, administrators have been able to find out
when and where the event was to
take place in time to alert the
police.
Zack Blum, a student who
videotaped the event, said that hazing in previous years was limited
to girls dumping food on other
girls.
Rollin Soskin, a lawyer for
three girls who were beaten, said
there was no indication that this
year would be any different.
"They were 'told no physical
pain would be inflicted, no hair
cutting, they wouldn't be made to

you in a new direction. The fact that you
might have pushed someone too far
becomes quite apparent in your dealings.
Detach, then imagine what it would be
like to walk in this person's shoes. You'll
understand a lot more then. Tonight:
Take in another perspective.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You need to hold a steady
course financially, or else you could
greet a problem most unexpectedly. The
unanticipated seems to be heading your

way, but, of course, it might not be a
problem. A partner paves the way for
you, if you'll listen. Tonight: Get together with a loved one,
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20)
**** You might not have as much
control as you would like. Your actions
are spontaneous. As a result, you might
want to pull back and go on your merry
way. Don't try to convince others.
Tonight: Go your own way.

eat anything," he said
Jon Lee, a 17-year-old junior,
said he knows three people who
were injured.

"I think that whatever the local
law enforcement and school officials want to give out as punishment, they deserve it," Lee said.

2003 Jeep Liberty
FREE MOUNTAIN BIKE
and carrier with purchase
2003 Liberty Sport
STK# CT 3230
P/W,
T/C, A/C,
AM/FM/CASS
MSRP $19,475

Sale Price*
* Purchase prIce includes factory & military rebates deducted
"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."
I=I Flymaut,
1
2400 E. Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
0% APR In lieu of robs:Ass.

Kopperud Realty's
qeomeO 74e Veek

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, May
10, 2003: •
Allow your playfulness to come out but
recognize that you could be inadvertently distancing yourself from others with
your devil-may-care attitude. You might
feel pulled in two directions. What you
want. might not coincide with a loved
one's desires. Allow your creativity to
,• flow. You come up with a lot of ideas,
though they don't necessarily go in the
direction you think. If you are single,
your love life will be unusually exciting,
especially after August. Your lively
nature attracts many to you. You could
meet the right person. If you are
attached, your relationship might heat
up, but it. will sometimes take some
• strange twists and turns. Get into the
excitement. VIRGO is playful.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Put your feet up ahd relax. The
...planets offer you an opportunity to do
• nothing, if you want. Many of you- will
get into spring projects. Perhaps doing
• something atypical will help renew your
• perspective. Tonight: Gather the troops
and go to the movies.
• TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
- ***** You sense a change in the air.
. New information comes your way that
could startle and surprise you. Friends
provide excitement. A new face on the
,...-_:scene could add a lot of activity to your
- life. You might find that you're stepping
onto a roller-coaster ride. Tonight:
• Where your friends are.
CEMINi(May 21-June 20)
A boss or parent might do the
SZ,....-▪ unexpected. Expect others to go more
..*N4han 100 percent of the way for you, but__
•-. their own way_ Think success, and
in
• you'll cruise through the roller coaster
Nt. that lies ahead of you. Keep on smiling.
Your charisma. runs high. Tonight: A
'
-must appearance. •
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** * Plans rapidly change, allowing
a whole new group of possibilities to
--:come forward. Worry less about what
might he happening with someone at distance Just accept what is. Think through
decision with care. Evaluate and move
•
-I: in a new direction. Tonight: Surprises
abound.
-4:;." LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Consider a long-term purchase

You might wonder if, it really is necessary. Use discretion, not upsetting a
loved one or partner. His or her reaction
is slightly off the wall. Rethink a decision carefully, not expecting support
from those around you. Tonight: Follow
the music.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You might not have much
choice about what happens. Clearly
someone wants something different than
you do. At this point, you can have what
you want, so don't hem and haw. Let
your smile and magnetism draw more of
what you want. Tonight: The world is
your oyster.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might not be sure about a
project. You might need some time to
anchor yourself and make the right decision. Your instincts serve you well, but
sometimes you need to know what motivates you. Tonight: Get a good night's
sleep.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** If you want excitement,
you'll certainly get it. If you want more
out of your day-to-day life, you will get
that, too. Don't hold yourself back, but
opt for more spontaneity. Get together
with friends or throw a spontaneous
party. You won't go wrong. Tonight:
What will make you happy?
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** ** Others look to you. You might
want to fly the coop or dump your
responsibilities. If you can do it for the
day— why not? You make anything possible. Know just how far you can push a
roommate or family member. Tonight: In
the spotlight, whether you like it or not.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Unexpected developments point

NOW SELLING & INSTALLING UV
ANTI-MICROBIAL LAMPS,
which can help clean the air in your home.

Jim McBee Heating
at Air Conditioning
•24-Hour Emergency Service 'Free Estimates
'Licensed & Insured (KY HVAC M04246) •

We Service All Brands of Air-Conditioning Equipment

759-1457 • 293-2696 (mobile)

2110 Glenwood Drive
Crossfield Subdivision
Elegantly styled 2 story in Crossfield. This like new 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath home features a lovely foyer
and graceful staircase, living room with fireplace and bookshelves, dining room, kitchen with glass
walled eating area and downstairs master suite. The den/study, 3 bedrooms, bath and exercise room
occupy the 2nd floor. A large deck graces the back. MIS 813396 Just Reduced This Week to $222,500

711 Main St.

753-1222

This Isn't Your

Father's Policy
ffk

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
12701753-6272

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
12701251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

DENT REPAIR
Paintless Hail Damage Repair
Locally Owned & Operated
* NO PAINTING
* NO BONDO
* NO MISMATCHED PAINT
• WRITTEN WARRANTY

• FREE ESTIMATES
• ONE DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES
* OPENINGS NOW
•10010 DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

life insurance has(1WTW a long was. since basic
coverage was developed, and at New York Life
Insurance and Annuity Corporation, we work to
ensure that the policies we offer meet your needs.
Your life and its demands are unique,so we've
rcsponded with flexible products to accommodate
you
Universal Lite policies allow you to change your
premium nom-rents' and your amount of coverage-itt, hfc insurance that responds to all the new
challenges life will bring
For more information on what Universal Life
Insurance from NYLIAC can offer you,call me at
•Ter poky rre lernensleC et any erne IN cash surrender velUe
Ineudicern in pay !ha nu** deducenne This can heepen due in
insulecen1 plenum payments I bens cr rrehdresele ere nods
or I cursing newest rages or chews Cause
Incenses en. soreerf underwreng

Ryan 8 Edwards
Now York Lit, insurance Company
211 Mapes Si'
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-2007
270-753-0403 FAX

Located Beside Mathis Transmission 511-1) South 121h Street

(270)832-0334 • Toll Free 1-888-314-9871 •(270)339-1471
f

The C011Ipany You Kerr

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please comment
on alopecia in women, to include the
thinning and/or loss of eyebrows and
eyelashes. How much of a role, if any,
could herpes, hormone imbalances or
malnutrition contribute to the condition?
DEAR READER: Hair growth on the
human scalp (and, by extension, elsewhere as well) is a mosaic of activity
with alternating periods of growth
(anagen) and rest (telogen), separated
by a transitional phase (catogen).
Scalp hair grows about 0.3 millimeters a day (6 inches a year). Normal
people shed 50 to 100 hairs a day. Each
is ordinarily replaced by a new one. As
adults age, they experience gradual
hair thinning because new hair growth
progressively diminishes.
There are more than 60 recognized
causes of pathological hair loss; therefore, anyone noticing abnormal hair
loss should consult a physician to
determine whether the loss is due to
disease — such as infection or a skin
disorder -- and what can be done
about it.
Alopecia areata is the most common
cause of deficient anagen. It affects all
races and both sexes equally, commonly begins before the age of 25, and is
marked by round, bald patches that
usually affect the scalp but may involve

Are your life insurance
needs larger than what
you can pay today?

Think Again.
Ryan Edwards
New York Life
Insurance
Company

(270)753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

LOOKING•BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY. 1 aui engaged to
be married in September to the
most wonderful man in the world.
PETER
We are wildly in love. We're both
M.D.
middle-aged with grown children
from previous marriages, so we took
our time and approached this relationship with caution. He is Jewish
and I am gentile, but our families
get along and are thrilled about our
other areas of the body as well, includ- upcoming union.
My problem: With tensions over
ing the beard, eyebrows and eyelashes.
While the condition may be inherited, the political situation in the Middle
recent evidence suggests the disorder East, anti-Semitism is on the rise
may be related to auto-immune dis- where we live. Since the uncertainty of Sept. 11, my family has
eases (self-allergies), because patients become concerned for my safety
with the disorder often show other should I take on a Jewish-sounding
manifestations of autoimmunity, such name. My mother remembers the
as thyroid malfunction, diabetes or horror of World War II, so her
vitiligo (permanent loss of pigment in fear is understandable. I would
parts of the skin),
feel uncomfortable, however, not
Although the hair loss of alopecia taking my husband's name. It
areata eventually stops, and new hair would appear to the world that I am
grows in without treatment, doctors ashamed of his ethnicity or not
can speed hair growth through a vari- accepting of it.
ety of medications, including finasHow can I reassure my family
teride, Rogaine and topical applica- that I am doing the right thing? I
tions.
love them dearly and don't want
Alopecia (baldness) can also be them to worry, but I couldn't live
caused by infections (including her- with myself if I didn't do this.
pes), fever, drugs (including female
BRIDE-TO-BE
hormone supplements, anti-depresIN FERNDALE, MICH.
sants and medicines for Parkinson's
disease), poor nutrition (including
DEAR BRIDE-TO-BE: Bigcrash dieting and anorexia nervosa) otry seems to be a problem that
and glandular disorders (especially refuses to die, and almost anythyroid disease). Treatment depends one can be a target. No matter
on the cause. In women, pregnancy how much we might wish otherand oral contraceptives are frequently wise, if people are determined
associated with hair loss, for unknown enough, they will always find
reasons.
something to dislike about
DEAR DR. GOTT: Why do I get another person or group.
severe chest pain whenever I eat a big
Hatred against entire groups
is usually caused by ignorance
spoonful of peanut butter?
DEAR READER: The nerves supply- or a perceived economic threat.
ing sensation to the lower esophagus Please tell' your mother that it
and stomach travel to the brain along- is no more dangerous to be a
side the nerves from the hart. Jew in this country than it is to
Therefore, heart attacks may produce be an African-American, a Hispain that is misperceived as indiges- panic, an Asian or an Arab.
tion. Similarly, the discomfort of Most bigots are cowards — and
don't act out violently.
esophageal or stomach irritation often
And while we're on this
mimics the pain of heart attacks. This
read on for another
confusion sometimes causes quite a subject,
example:
by
attempt,
challenge to doctors who
obtaining a medical history, to differenDEAR ABBY: Yesterday, a cotiate between the various sources of
worker
who is Belgian (and speaks
chest pain.
French, Flemish and English) made
The pain you experience from eating
an important presentation to a
a glob of peanut butter is probably the

Gorr,

(..uuni) High School, Williams was

10 years ago

the French government's policies
toward the war in Iraq. What do you

the regional winner of a project-oriented contest.
Dr. Joe Rexroat of Murray will
complete a year-long term as president of the 7-member Southwestern
Dental Society at a meeting being
held today at Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Births reported include a boy to
at First Baptist Church, Murray. Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Underwood,
Greg Earwood is pastor.
Ann Darnell and Grace Parker May 3.
40 years ago
presented a lesson on "Dried FlowAirman Jerry W. Dyer, son of
ers" at a meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at Sirloin Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Dyer of Kirksey,
is serving at Amarillo, Texas, Air
Stockade.
Force Base for technical training as
20 years ago
Dr. Alice Koenecke of Murray, an aircraft maintenance specialist.
Mrs. James Everett Hughes prea 1958 Eastern Illinois University
graduate in 1983, was the recipient sented a program on "Lord Teach
of the EIU School of Home Eco- Us to Pray" at a meeting of
nomics Outstanding Alumnus Women's Society of Christian ServAward. She served as chairman of ice of Martin's Chapel United
the Murray State University Home Methodist Church held at the home
Economics Department from 1969 of Mrs. Eunice Henry.
to 1982 and last fall returned to fullRecent births reported at Murray
time teaching at MSU.
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Harry Lee (Joe) Garland, 43, Rt. Mrs. Paul Davis.
1, Kirksey, died from injuries sus50 years ago
tained in a two vehicle accident on
Pvt. Billy W. Sumner has comKentucky 121 North on May 8.
pleted Army basic training with the
Murray Middle School Band 3d Armored Division at Fort Knox.
earned the sweepstakes award at the
Calloway County Homemakers
46th annual West Tennessee Straw- Clubs are observing National Home
berry Festival held at Humboldt, Demonstration Week with special
Tenn. The band competed against displays in store windows, radio
40 other bands.
programs and newspaper articles.
30 years ago
Calloway County has 17 organized
Randy E. Williams, son of Mr. homemakers clubs with a memberand Mrs. Gene Williams, Rt. 5, ship of 335.
Murray,. will be guest of NASA _ The Rev. Tom McCullough will _
and Kentucky Educational TV,. at be honored at a reception tonight
the launching oT NASA's Skylab Cherry Corner Baptist Church. He
Project. A student at Calloway has resigned as pastor.

Murray State University's $69.9
million budget for 1993-94 fiscal
year includes an increase in state
funding of only $410,000 and the
elimination of 34 positions.
Published is a picture of groundbreaking ceremonies for the construction of a new educational wing

think of the client's behavior?
SHOCKED IN ILLINOIS
DEAR SHOCKED: People
who indulge in that kind of
thinking have a lot of growing
up to do. I think such an attitude is asinine — on par with
"freedom fries," "freedom toast"
and "freedom kissing."
*

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
"Whitney" for more than a year and
have decided to propose. My problem is I was recently laid off from
my job and don't have enough
money tabuy an engagement ring.
Would it be improper to ask

Whitney to marry me without giving
her a ring right now, or should I
wait to ask her when I have the
money to buy her a ring?
STONE BROKE
IN LITTLE ROCK
DEAR STONE BROKE: Tell
Whitney how you feel about
her, and ask her if she would
like to become engaged or wait
until you can give her a traditional engagement ring. You
might be pleased to learn that
having an engagement ring is
less important to her than
having you as her future husband. After all, a ring is just a
symbol. The real "jewel" is the
person you marry.
*4*

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.
*4*
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Bidding Quiz

bid. If your queen of clubs were the
deuce, you would bid only two
notrump to indicate a minimum
notrump overcall.
2. Two spades. Partner's euebid
re-1W of lower-esophagearnerve Sliffv—PresPeetweekent--you to name a four-card major
asks
his
the
accent,
hearing
Upon
passes
butter
peanut
the
As
ulation.
you have one, and the twoif
suit
would
even
that
he
before
client
said
into your stomach, it may stretch the
spade bid complies with this request.
esophagus (or irritate it), causing chest consider the proposal, my co-worker
What happens thereafter depends on
would have to prove he was not
Company You Keep' pressure and discomfort,
what partner does. After your twoFrench. This is obviously because of
*4 1
spade bid, he will know that you
1. Three notrump. North's two- have a 16-to 18-point balanced hand
IC)A I IL.lr c C7.)IVI I
diamond bid is basically a game try that includes four spades. In most
made in the form of a cuebid in the cases, North will then be in good
131_01VIDIE.
enemy suit. He has at least eight position to determine the best final
•
high-card points — he might, of contract.
SHAmE ON
CALM %/OURSELF, ( I GOT
YES, 5 THI5
WV DO Vai
Again, you have
clubs.
Three
3.
is
and
—
more
HERBERT!!
many
have
course,
p
Him
.WEVE
DAGW000
HELLO
PEOPLE ALWAYS
the nature
describe
to
•
opportunity
an
is
AGAIN'
CALUNG SIMPLY
probably short in diamonds. He
BUMSTEAD?
CALL WRING
bid
three-club
The
yOU
WISH
TO
hand.
your
of
in
GOOD EVENING,
cards
four
least
at
have
to
likely
MEP?!
A HAPPY DUIER
rd
four-ca
a
of
possession
denies
you
so
one or both ofthe major suits,
It#
'iG000 NIGNT,
time indicates
same
the
at
and
e
major,
you
if
major
four-card
a
bid
should
• AND GOOD
have one. Typically, partner could a five-card club suit. This response,
in conjunction with your previous
one of these hands:
have
po.msla
A
notrump overcall, should enable
•AJ74 Q962•5 4. K843
partner to choose the best contract.
A986•A864•— K9632
If North bids three spades next,
K76
+
498652 V AQ63•2
ot. In the given case, you should jump showing a five-card suit, you bid
to three notrump to show that you three notrump; if he bids three hearts,
5-9
have a maximum(18 points)for your you raise to four hearts; if he bids
notrump overcall and no other suit to three notrump, you pass.
You are South, and the bidding
has gone:
North
South West
East
2•
Pass
1 NT
1•
-Pass -- I
What would you bid now with
each of the following three hands?
I.•KQ3 KJ7•QJ98•AQ5
2.•QJ76 V A9•A874 AJ3
3.4 1(5 K83•KJ6 4 AQJ74

ACT HI lir
PLEASE, MOM DON'T MAKE
SUCH A BIG CL Of 0-1.
THAT SOUNDS SO FOR/11A L!

CATHY HAS A
SWEAT SUITOR!!

HE'S ASKING ME OUT,
BUT IT'S SUST CASUAL!
.1_0W•KE`i ! RELAXED!

ACROSS

F'CIFt 13E1rlrEFt cr WC)FISEC)
SO HERE i AM,suePoSBD
To BE wRrn146, A

5-Page

ARTICLE ON THIS WOMAN,

AND 5HE Wnr.4"16NE- Me
THE. TiMe FOR A DECENT

I

SHE'S TNE Focus of My
AR-TICLE —THE. REASON
wASSENT ro aAPAN! —
AND SHE 'TREATED ME
PAIN IN
LIKE I WAS

1T-1B

1141ERVIE-W!

LET ME SUPPORT OS FOR
WHILE! WE LIVE IN A QUIET
P4Ei6HeORE4000,WE HALM.
FREE LANCE!
00 BACK
youtiAVE
'Øt) HAVE. .t•JOUGH cLiEgTS, A BABy-SITTER,
A &ooD COMPUTF-R- WHAT
MiKS-you comp Do IV
MORE DO you NEED?
IF I GO BACK -12) WORK,you
COULD outT YOLQ UoB AND

A

1 Periscope site
4 Dugout VIP
7 Makes a tunnel
11 Tiny insect
13 Gonzalez's gold
14 Light bulb,
in comics
15 Waterfront
event
16 Smidgen
17 Ballad
18 Went off
at an angle
20 Mediterranean
island
21 Beret's cousin
22 Teacup handle
23 Harbor sight
26 Fishy lady?
30 All-purpose
truck
31 Web site addr.
32 Opposite
of applaud
33 Zoo
employees
36 Glances over
1

-

1

WHAT COULD BE MORE
BEAUTIFUL THAN THAT?

2 Academic
3 Directed
4 Computer
device
5 June celebrant
6 Steal from
7 Deprive
of weapons
MI5

El

ill

7

15

16

17

III
33

/

yr.

14

111124

t

8 Rock star,
maybe
9 Polite chap
10 Epic
12 Fangs
19 Wharf denizen

13

VM GOING TO
SAY TUNA SALAD

8

9

10

11
fill

19Ia
2
Ill
dIR
1128
26
111

•

ill

34

d 37

35II

ill
momaa ill

2ci

A
II

38

3

AN
1

i

L-1-

47

48

51

52

46111

fj

vision programming as a "vast
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18 I

,
WOW WHAT A BEAUTIFUL
SUNSET
/
//

Newton N Minaw condemned tele-

wasteland" in a speech to the National Association of Broadcasters
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher Columbus
left Cadiz, Spain, on his fourth and
final trip to the Western Hemisphere.
In 1945, U.S. officials announced that a midnight entertainment curfew was being lifted immediately.
In 1960, the Food and Drug Administration approved a pill as safe
for birth control use. The pill, Enovid, was made by G.D. Searle and
Company of Chicago.
In 1994, South Africa's newly
elected parliament chose Nelson
Mandela to be the country's first
black president.
Ten years ago: The White House
said President Clinton had directed
Secretary of State Warren M. Christopher to contact U.S. allies to disassumption.
far-fetched
Tomorrow: A
cuss how they could ensure Serbia's
promise to cut supplies to the
Bosnian Serbs.
One year ago: Following the exCROSSWORDS
ample set by Illinois, Maryland
Gov. Parris Glendening suspended
38 Author — Rand
39 Four qts.
all executions in his state while a
Answer to Previous Puzzle
40 Not fresh
study was done on whether the
43 Citrus fruits
HAT Am HEMS
death penalty was being meted out
46 Simon or
Diamond
NEMO ROY OVAL
in a racially discriminatory way.
47 Actress
PIXY
ED N CAR
— Dawn Chong
AG ES 'BUR E N
48 Pretty
RE
ALUR CAT
50 Like some
PETE
chatter
JAYS
51 Towel word
PNIAIBM A
IMBIBE
52 Macrame unit
Subscribe to the
W MUM
D 0 RIX!
53 Classroom
AM! MAID O COG
sound
,Dmiltme, orr
54 Pay dirt
TIBER PERIL
55 Hot spring
GEAR RIM SILO
I IZI S Ifin E M
ARIA
Home Delivery
DOWN
EGG ADO
75
.0050
1..
84$43
$21.75
PENN
3 mo.
1 Mil. rank
Inc
mo.
6
Syndicate
Feature
United
5-9 C 2003
inst.

11 •12

GAFIPIIEL.C1

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, May 9, the
129th day of 2003. There are 236
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 9, 1961, Federal Communications Commission chairman

.c:r±i-mj

aCo.

CATHY HAS A
SUITOR!!

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

50

illill
II

49

111

20 Impair
22 Conger
23 Hearty laugh
24 Dined on
25 High note
26 Fern
honorific
27 Bedouin attire
28 Charged
particle
29 Hairstyles
31 Coffee server
34 Straw-filled
mattress
35 Look closely
36 Seuss'
"— I Am
37 Cuckoos home
39 Migratory
flocks
40 Fragment
41 Denson and
Koppel
42 Has the nu
43 Refuge
44 "Sister Act"
roles
45 Hatt
47 Fraternity letter
49 Flight board
info

Local Mail
(48oway. Gras.-.8 MANIA111)

426.50
3 mo.
$53.00
6 mo.
-------$91.00
Rest of KY/TN
(Purest. Buchanan & Pans)

_...$66.50
$83.00
$116.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

Other Mail Subscriptions
$71.50
3 mo.

I

$88.00

6 mo.

$136.00

1 yr.
Check

Vigo

Money Order
M/C

Name
St. Address_
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
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PEANUTS
dUll

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
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Severe weather tapers down
after storms wreak havoc

JOHN vVRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

MUSICAL REFLECTIONS ... The bell of the tuba being played by Murray Middle School
jazz band member Kagan Walker provides some interesting visions as he, along with
the rest of his bandmates, prepare for next week's Fifth Annual Jazz in the Park event
during a rehearsal Thursday afternoon. Murray Middle will be one of several area
school bands to perform with the Todd Hill Orchestra being the featured act at the
outdoor stage of the Playhouse in the Park.

2002
OLDS ALERO

2002 PONTIAC
GRAND AM

$188 for

$188 for

By The Associated Press
OKLAHOMA CITY(AP)— Residents and business
owners began sifting through the debris today in the
wake of violent tornadoes, while some of the heaviest
rainfall in more than a century swamped parts of the
South with flooding.
No fatalities were reported in the Oklahoma City
area, where tornadoes demolished 300 homes Thursday.
At least 104 people were injured, five critically, said
Paul O'Leary, spokesman for the Oklahoma City ambulance service.
Since Sunday, tornado-packed storms have killed at
least 42 people across the Midwest and Plains — 18 in
Missouri, 15 in Tennessee, seven in Kansas and two in
Illinois. Officials have estimated damage in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
The twister near Oklahoma City struck just as the
afternoon rush hour was beginning Thursday.
David Waller was driving an 18-wheeler on Interstate
40 when he saw the tornado coming his way. He said he
parked his rig and ran for a clump of bushes and a tree.
"A'm scared to death," said Waller, shaking, his
clothes covered with mud. His semi was picked up by
the tornado and dropped on its side. He said the sky was
filled with litter as the twister passed by.
"All I saw was a bunch of trash," he said.
Tornado sirens sounded just before 5 p.m. and the
twister touched down in suburban Moore 15 minutes
later. Shrouded by rain, it moved over Interstate 35 and
a mall before moving to the northeast and into two more
suburbs, Midwest City and Del City.
The National Weather Service said straight-line
winds were suspected of causing a train to derail in
Chase County, where authorities evacuated about 15
homes for about four hours because of spilled sulfur
dioxide.
Neither of the'pec;ple on board the train were hurt, but
a passer-by suffered inhalation injuries, Chase County
Sheriff Gerald Ingalls said. His condition was not immediately available.
For some, the twister rekindled memories of the May
3, 1999, tornado that ripped through the Oklahoma City
area, killing 44 people.
"Some of those very same parts were hit again," Gov.
Brad Henry said. "Nature can be cruel, but Oklahomans
are a resilient people and we will face this crisis with
strength and resolve."
In Moore, Terri Morris and her daughter, Kimber,
looked at the stripped tree limbs and debris cluttering
their street. They hid in a closet in their brick home
when the tornado hit.
"These little houses, they make it," she said. Her
home also survived the deadly 1999 tornado.
General Motors' recently renovated assembly plant
was extensively damaged. GM spokesman Dan Flores
said no employees at the plant in south Oklahoma City
were hurt. Two truck drivers were injured; one went to a
hospital, he said.
Henry said Federal Emergency Management Agency
officials will start assessing the damage Friday. A
request to have Oklahoma and Cleveland counties
declared disaster areas has also been initiated.
At least seven tornadoes swept across Kansas on

JAMES GIBBARD Tulsa World/AP Photo

TWISTER'S FORMATION ... A tornado begins
to form near Red Rock, Okla., Thursday
evening. The storm tracked northeast from
this point, passing north of Pawhuska and
Bartlesville.
Thursday night, and one ripped roofs off- homes and
apartment buildings in Lawrence, home to the
University of Kansas.
Tornados were reported in 28 Kansas counties
Thursday night, said Maj. Gen. Greg Gardner, the state's
adjutant general and director of emergency manage-ment.
A tornado hit the southwest corner of Lawrence,
downing power lines, flipping cars and spreading insulation and debris as far as five miles away to Interstate
70 on the north side of town.
"I saw the debris and said, 'Oh yeah, this is real,"
said Sue Lewis, who had windows blown out of her
house and shingles stripped from her roof. "I've lived in
Kansas for 56 years, and I've never seen one. But now
that I know what it's like, it really does sound like a train
coming across your house."
Some of the heaviest rainfall in more than a century
swamped parts of the South with flooding, forcing hundreds of people to flee homes and businesses in
Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee.
In west-central Georgia, hundreds of people were
-"froup County
evacuated from homes and businesses in
Thursday as the Chattahoochee River rose to threatening
levels.
Interstate 85 was closed near the Alabama-Georgia
line as waters rose to the highest level in decades.
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